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Abstract

A new method is presented for the measurement of the tau lifetime using tau

decays to hadrons. Precise measurements (a ~ 20/zm) of impact parameters (do and

ZO) of charged tracks using full vertex detector informations allow the reconstruction

of the 3-dimensional point of minimum approach of the track to the beam axis. On

the other hand, it is shown that an axis perpendicular to the tau axis can be pre-

cisely determined (a ~ lOmrad) in the hadronic-hadronic r+r~ decay events using

kinematics and the back-to-back nature of tau pairs in e+e~ colliders. Combination

of both quantities yields a generalized IPS relation in 3D space which is not affected

by the beam size nor by the tau direction uncertainty. The experimental resolu-

tion can be fitted together with lifetime due to the small smearing. The method

allows, therefore, a self-consistent and self-calibrating analysis of tau lifetime. The

method has good stability against systematical uncertainties like tracking resolution,

non-gaussian tails, etc..

The method has been applied to the data collected by the ALEPH detector at

LEP in 1992. From 2840 T+ -f r~ -4 hadron -f hadron (1-1) decay events and

794 hadron + Shadrons (1-3) decay events, the tau lifetimes of 292.9 ± 5.9 ± 2.7fs

and 284.6 ± 11.9 ± 5.Ifs are obtained respectively. The combined T lifetime is

290.8 ± 5.3 ± 2.7fs . Statistical uncertainty corresponds to i.l/-^NrT. This result

has low statistical correlation with other precision methods.
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Preface

Before the discovery of T lepton in 1975, physicists already thought about a heavy lepton,

/, in a sequential series of e, /z, /.... The calculation of the partial and total decay rates of /

for various values of MI was done by Y.-S. Tsai in 1971 [I]. Tsai's work was realized in the

heavy lepton search of the MARK I collaboration, started in 1973, at SPEAR in Stanford.

In the MARK I detector, one of the first large-solid-angle general purpose detectors built

for colliders, the third lepton, named as T, was discovered in 1975 by observing en events

from e+e~ annihilation [2].

After the discovery of the r, the DASP experiment at the DORIS e+e~ storage ring

and the DELCO experiment at SPEAR reported the tau mass, mr = 1807 ± 20MeV/c2

and mT = 1782t?MeV/c2, respectively [9] [1O]. Due to its large mass, now known to 10~4

precision (mT = 1771.lto;sMeV/c2), the tau is the only lepton decaying into hadrons as

well as into leptons.

From the end of the 1970's r was studied at higher energies, at the PETRA e+e~

collider at DESY, at the PEP collider at SLAC. In the 1980's experiments at PETRA l

and at PEP 2 reported a number of results on T properties. More extensive studies on r

lepton were followed by the ARGUS and Crystal Ball experiments at DORIS II, by the

MARK III experiment at SPEAR, by the CLEO and CLEO II experiments at CESR,

by the experiments3 at TRISTAN, by the MARK II and SLD experiments at SLC, also,

from BES at the BEPC storage ring.

The most energetic (~ 45 GeV) tau pairs up to now, which are emitted via e+e~ ->

1CELLO1 JADE, MARK-J, PLUTO and TASSO
2DELCO, HRS, MAC, MARK II and TPC
3AMY, TOPAZ, and VENUS



Z° -» T+T , have been studied by the 4 experiments 4 of LEP at CERN. LEP which was

built for electroweak studies provides also excellent environment for tau physics because

it gives high efficiency (~ 78%) and high purity (~ 99%) r samples.

The T events with energy above threshold allow the measurement of the tau lifetime.

The first published measurement showed meaningful non-zero lifetime, rr = 4.6 ± 1.9 X

W~l3sec [16]. A number of r lifetime measurements were followed by the MAC exper-

iment, by the CELLO experiment, etc. [18] [19]. Since 1990, precise measurements of

the T lifetime have been reported by LEP experiments with the appearance of vertex

detectors.

The precise measurement of the r lifetime yields an important result together with r

lepton branching ratio and r mass when the value is compared with the muon lifetime.

The lifetime measurement allows a direct test of the lepton universality (ge = g^ = gT) by

checking the standard model expectation, (gT/9p.Y = (7W7V)(77V/771!-)5^. Tau physics,
as a tool for checking the standard model, needs a precise lifetime measurement since

the uncertainty of the test is limited (~ 60% of total uncertainty) by the precision of TT

(~ 0.6%), compared with BI (~ 0.3%) and mT (~ 0.03%) according to a recent summary

report [67].

This thesis, named "Precise measurement of tau lifetime in ALEPH experiment at

LEP", was started in 1992 with the excellent experimental conditions in the ALEPH

Collaboration and presents a new technique for the tau lifetime measurement. It is shown

that the new method is one of the most promising techniques due to its stability against

systematic uncertainties and self-calibrating characteristics.

The outline of this thesis is as follows: Chapter 1 is dedicated to a brief description of

the standard model and the theoretical view of r lepton physics as well as the status of

experimental results on the tau properties. Chapter 2 is devoted to a simple description

of the performances of the ALEPH detector with the emphasis on the tracking of the

charged particle and the granularity of the calorimeters. Some utilities for the T physics

in the ALEPH experiment are introduced and their algorithms are explained with their

performances and efficiencies in chapter 3.

The motivation for the development of a new method is explained in Part II. Chapter 4

will introduce various methods for the tau lifetime measurement from a methodological

4ALEPH, DELPHI, L3, and OPAL



point of view. Chapter 5 introduces new notations to treat the kinematics of the hadronic

tau decay event and shows a new way to determine the tau direction, by-product of this

thesis.

Part III is the core of this thesis. The new method, named as 3DIP, to measure tau

lifetime will be developed in Chapter 6. Chapter 7, "Event Selection", contains detector-

dependent technical tricks to apply this new technique to the ALEPH data. Many new

algorithms and cuts are introduced in this chapter because this new method is realized

in 3-dimensional space and only in the hadronic-hadronic T+T" decay events. The result

and the systematic uncertainty of the T lifetime measurement using this method are given

in chapter 8. Also some checks of the method and the statistical correlations with other

methods appear in that chapter. Finally, this thesis will end in chapter 9 with a new tau

lifetime result and with the summary of the advantages and the prospects of the 3DIP

method.
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Part I

TAU PHYSICS AND ALEPH
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Préface

Avant la découverte du lepton tau en 1975, levS physiciens pensaient déjà à

l'existence d'un lepton lourd dans une série e, //, /,... Le calcul des largeurs partielles

et totales pour diverses masses M/ a été fait par Y.-S. Tsai en 1971 [I]. Le travail

de Tsai a servi de base à l'expérience MARK I pour chercher un lepton lourd, dès

1973 à SPEAR à Stanford. Dans le détecteur MARK I, le troisième lepfcon, nommé

T, a été découvert en 1975 par l'observation d'événements en dans les annihilations

e+e- [2].

Après la découverte du lepton tau, l'expérience DASP à DORIS et l'expérience

DELCO à SPEAR ont publié la masse du tau, mT = 1807 ± 20MeV/c2 et mr =

1782Î7MeV/c2, respectivement [9] [1O]. Par suite de sa grande masse, maintenant

connue avec une précision de 10~4 (mT = 1771.1î£sMeV/c2), I6 tau est le seul lepton

qui peut désintégrer en hadrons aussi bien qu'en leptons.

A partir de la fin des années 1970, le r a été étudié à haute énergie, à PETRA

à DESY, à PEP à SLAC. Dans les années 1980, les expériences à PETRA1 et à

PEP2 ont apporté beaucoup de résultats sur le r. Des études extensives du lepton

tau ont été poursuivies par les expériences ARGUS et Crystal Ball à DORIS II, par

l'expérience MARK III à SPEAR, par les expériences CLEO et CLEO II à CESR,

par les expériences3 à TRISTAN, par les expériences MARK II et SLD au SLC, et

aussi l'expérience BES au BEPC.

Les paires de tau les plus énergiques (~ 45 GeV) actuellement, produites par

e+e~ —>• Z° ->• r+r~, sont étudiées dans les expériences4 au LEP au CERN. Le LEP

qui a été construit pour la physique électrofaible offre un environnement excellent

pour la physique du tau car il permet de sélectionner des T avec une haute efficacité

(~ 78%) et une haute pureté (~ 99%).

Les événements produits à une énergie au delà du seuil permettent la mesure

de la durée de vie du tau. La première mesure publiée a montré une durée de vie

significativement non-nulle, TT = 4.6 ±1.9 X 10~13sec [16]. Des mesures nombreuses

ont suivi: par l'expérience MAC, par l'expérience CELLO, etc. [18] [19]. Depuis

l'année 1990, les mesures précises de la durée de vie du tau ont été publiées par les

1CELLO, JADE, MARK-J, PLUTO et, TASSO
2DELCO, HRS, MAC, MARK U et, TPC
3AMY, TOPAZ, et VENUS
4ALEPII, DELPHI, L3, et, OPAL



experiences au LEP grâce à l'apparition de détecteurs de vertex.

La mesure précise de la durée de vie du tau est un résultat important: combinée

avec les mesures des rapports d'embranchements leptoniques et de la masse du tau

d'une part, et les valeurs de la masse et la durée de vjo du muon, précisément

connues, d'autre part, elle permet le test de l'hypothèse d'universalité des couplages

des leptons au boson W (ge = g^ = gT) dans le modèle standard électrofaible.

L'égalité attendue (gr/gn)2 = (7"/1/7O(77W771T)5^e est-elle satisfaite? Ce test du
modèle standard a besoin de la mesure précise de Ia durée de vie du tau, car il est

limité par la précision de rr (~ 0.6%) par rapport de celle du B/ (~ 0.3%) et de

celle de mT (~ 0.03%) [67].

Cette thèse, intitulée "Mesure précise de la durée de vie du tau dans l'expérience

ALEPH au LEP'\ a été commencée en 1992 avec des conditions expérimentales

excellentes dans la collaboration ALEPH et présente une nouvelle technique pour

la mesure de la durée de vie du tau. Il est montré que cette nouvelle méthode,

dont Ia faiblesse est une acceptance réduite, est très prometteuse grâce à sa stabilité

vis-à-vis des effets systématiques.

Les grandes lignes de cette thèse sont comme suit: Le chapitre 1 décrit brèvement

le modèle standard et la physique du lepton r du point de vue théorique ainsi que

l'état des résultats expérimentaux sur les propriétés du tau. Le chapitre 2 donne une

description simple des performances du détecteur ALEPH en mettant l'accent sur la

reconstruction des traces chargées et des neutres. Quelques outils pour la physique

du T dans l'expérience ALEPPI sont introduits et ses algorithmes sont expliqués avec

leur performences et leur efficacités dans le chapitre 3.

La motivation pour Ie développement d'une méthode nouvelle est expliquée dans

la partie II. Le chapitre 4 rappelle les diverses méthodes existantes pour la mesure

de la durée de vie du tau. Le chapitre 5 introduit les notations nouvelles pour traiter

la cinématique dans l'événement T-\-T -ï hadron + hadron et présente une méthode

pour déterminer la direction du tau, résultat annexe de cette thèse.

La partie III est le centre de cette thèse. La méthode nouvelle, nommée 3DIP,

pour mesurer la durée de vie du tau est développée au chapitre 6. Le chapitre

7, "Sélection des événements", décrit les coupures et techniques qui dépendent du

détecteur pour appliquer cette méthode nouvelle aux données d'ALEPH. Plusieurs

algorithmes et coupures sont introduits dans ce chapitre, car la méthode 3DIP



est réalisée dans l'espace 3-dimensionnel et s'applique seulement aux événements

e+e~ —> T+T" où les deux r se désintègrent en hadrons. Le résultat et l'incertitude

systématique de la mesure de la durée de vie du T sont donnés au chapitre 8.

Plusieurs tests de la méthode et sa corrélation statistique avec les autres méthodes

sont développés aussi da.ns ce chapitre. Finalement, la thèse se termine au chapitre

9 avec un résultat nouveau de la durée de vie du tau et du test d'universalité et avec

!e sommaire des avantages et perspectives de la méthode 3DIP.
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Chapter 1

The r Lepton in the Standard Model

Nature seems to be governed by four kinds of interactions: strong, electromagnetic, weak
and gravitational. A principal achievement of physics is the discovery of symmetry prin-
ciple: invariance under transformation, i.e. symmetry, leads to corresponding conserved
physical quantity, e.g. symmetries under time, translation, and rotation, yield conserva-
tions of energy, momentum, and angular momentum, respectively. Invariance under a
gauge transformation, we say <:gauge" symmetry, gives its corresponding conserved cur-
rent and introduces a gauge field. Electromagnetic interaction is successfully described
by a gauge theory where charged particles interact via a gauge boson (photon). Further-
more, the electromagnetic and weak interactions are described by a gauge theory based
on SU(2)L x U(l)y and unified into the same theoretical formalism: 3 weak gauge bosons

are introduced as well as photon.

Force Gauge Boson Symbol Charge (é) Spin Mass (GeV)

Strong
Electromagnetic

Weak

Gravitational

gluon
photon

W* boson
Z° boson
gravi ton

9

7
W*
Z°
G

O
O

±1
O
O

1
1
1
1
2

O
O

80.2

91.2

O

Table 1.1: Fundamental interactions and gauge bosons

The present belief is that the 4 kinds of interactions may be described by the gauge
theory using higher level of internal symmetry. Tab. 1.1 shows the 4 kinds of fundamental
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interactions and the properties of their gauge bosons.

In this chapter we will give an outline of the standard model of electroweak interac-

tion and introduce some tests of the model using the tau decays. In addition, the tau
properties, mT, TT, and B(T —>• A"i>), and a simple description of each measurement are

given. Finally, one of the crucial points in the Standard Model, lepton universality, will
be discussed.

1.1 Outline of the standard model

1.1.1 Electroweak interaction

Gauge theory of electromagnetic interaction

Quantum electrodynamics (QED) is the first renormalizable quantum field theory. To

ensure charge conservation, the Lagrangian is requested to be invariant under the local

phase transformation of particle field ij>(x) (gauge transformation)

where Q(X) is an arbitrary function and Qe the charge of the particle. The phase trans-

formation e~ie°W belongs to the symmetry group U(I). The Lagrangian describing a

free Dirac particle, ̂ (i^d^ — m)^, is not invariant under this phase transformation. Its
invariance is achieved by introducing a gauge field A11 which transforms as

Then the full invariant Lagrangian is written as

1
C, = —F^Fn1, -f ^(i^dft — Tn)t}> — ei/)^

4

where — ̂ F^F^ represents the kinematic energy of A11 (F111, = Of1A1, — 8,,A11). The third

term, —e^1* QiJjA11, in the Lagrangian describes the interaction between the particle and

the gauge field. Tp^Qifr is the conserved electromagnetic current (Jg1n) and e is the

coupling between this current J£m and the gauge field A11.

14



Gauge theory of electroweak interaction

The generalization of QED to other interactions can be done by looking for other sym-

metry groups. Low energy weak processes, such as /? decay, are well described by the

Fermi's current-current interaction where the V-A structure of the weak current ensures

parity violation. To preserve these results, the basic assumption of a gauge theory is the

existentce of a conserved weak isospin. Left-handed fermions form isospin doublets, ^L-

One thus requests the Lagrangian be invariant under the transformation

where the constant g corresponds to e in QED and T is the weak isospin operator corre-

sponding to the charge operator Q: the transformation belongs to the symmetry group

SU(2). Three massless gauge bosons, JV1, W"2, and W3, arise by gauge invariance with

coupling g. However, this simple approach for the weak interaction was found not to be

renormalizable.

The electromagnetic and weak interactions were unified as the SU(2)i, X U(l)y symme-

try group by Glashow, Weinberg and Salam in the 1960s. The Glashow-Weinberg-Salam

(GWS) theory is based on the invariance under the different gauge transformations for

the left-handed and right-handed fermions:

where two couplings g and g' arise from SU(2)L and U(l)y groups. The left-handed

fermions and right-handed fermions form isospin-doublets and isospin singlets, respec-

tively:

c.t \
Id,,,b J

°r

Invariance requests four massless gauge bosons, V^1'2'3 from SU(2) and B from U(I), and

makes the Lagrangian contain the interaction terms:

• W ̂ L for left handed fermions

for left or right handed fermions

15



Since we know that weak interactions are meditated by massive bosons, and the elec-

tromagnetic interaction is by the massless photon, it is necessary to find a way to give
masses to the gauge bosons without loosing renormalizability. This is done by the Higgs

mechanism : when introducing an adequate potential using a complex scalar field dou-

blet(Higgs field), symmetry breaking provides the mechanism giving masses to the bosons

through their couplings to the scalar field. This results in 3 massive gauge boson fields

Z° = W3cos Ow -

and one massless gauge boson field (photon),

A = W3s'm Qw + Bcos Ow

The mixing angle QW becomes another parameter of the theory related to the W^ and

Z° masses by sin QW = Mw /Mv.

The Lagrangian describing electroweak interactions expressed in terms of gauge bosons

, Z°, and 7, becomes

A».= -igJ»- W n-ify

->£(W + -
-i(gcosOwJS - Csi

The third term, electromagnetic interaction, is identical to — iej£m/lM where j£m =

JY /2. Therefore,

gs'm QW = g'cos QW = &

Then we can express the second term as

and J£ — s\n2OwJem(= JNC) is identified as neutral weak current. Finally,

£int = _-J_^7"(l - 75)(r+W+ + T-W-}T(>, charged weak interaction part

-- ^Tj—tfl'^gv — 5>i75)Z°i/), neutral weak interaction part

— 6^"QA11IJ) electromagnetic interaction part

where T± are the weak isospin raising and lowering operators and

gv = T^

9A s T3

16



Hence, the Standard Model of electroweak interaction has three parameters to be

determined; the first and second parameters are the gauge coupling constants, g and g1,

corresponding to the gauge bosons Wj1, i = 1,2,3, and B^ for the SU(2) and U(I) parts,

respectively, the third one is the 5(7(2) and (7(1) mixing angle sin QW- These parameters,

however, are not direct physical observables and therefore 3 following variables are taken

instead of </, g', and sin 0^:

1 fine structure constant, a : a(= e2/4?r) = ^ %jf (2.

a(= 1/137.036) was determined from the quantum Hall effect with ~ 5 x 10~r

uncertainty.

2 Fermi constant, GF :

Gp(= 1.1664 x 10"5GeV"2) is determined from the muon lifetime measurement with

~ 2 x 10~5 uncertainty.

3 mass of the Z° boson, MZ '• MZ(= MW/cos 6w)

Mz(= 91.187GeV/c2) is known to ~ 10~4 uncertainty.

The weak mixing angle, sin2 BW(= 0.2319), is determined best from the measurement of

Mz:

= VN/2GF

1.1.2 Universality

Considering the 3 generations of fermions, the Lagrangian describing the interactions of

charged weak currents, i.e. interactions of particle field doublets (0,-) via charged weak

bosons (VK1*1), is just a sum over the families with coupling g independent of the family:
•I

—^= V V>,-7"-(l - 75KT+W+ + T~W~}^/o t—i 2 M *"

On the other hand the Lagrangian describing the interaction of neutral weak current, i.e.

via neutral weak boson (Z0), is

This universality of couplings, a consequence of a unique SU (2) L x U(l)y gauge group,

is a fundamental assumption of the Standard Model.

17



This prediction can be readily checked experimentally at least in the leptonic part:

9e = 9IL = 9r

9v = 9v=9v(=-\

9A = 9A= 9T
A(= - )

The universality of gv and g A can be checked by the study of neutral weak interactions,

and the universality of g can be checked by the study of charged weak interactions.

gv and CA universality check from T

gv and QA universality can be checked by the measurement of the width of the leptonic

Z° decay (F/) or polarization asymmetries AI in LEP experiments. At Z° pole, these

quantities are related to gl
v and gl

A as follows:

1J , ,

^ +9A}

Ai =
(9lv?

where AI are deduced from the measurements of charge asymmetries and forward-backward

asymmetries of e+e~, ^+/u~, and T+T~ productions.

Tau events are especially interesting because AT can be extracted directly from the

polarization measurement and in addition Ae can be measured from the Ap/g. Fig. 1.1

shows four different TT production states with respect to forward-backward direction and

helicity. One can make 3 asymmetries as follows

_ (T(hr > O) - ff(hr < O) _ ,
MT = - — — AT

(T(COS QT > O) - Q-(COS 9T < O) _ 3
= — ~r

4

Apoi _ V(UT cos &r > O) - a(hr cos 0T < O) 3 .
AFB = - = —rAe

Gtotal 4

Here, we put a superscript T on AFB to distinguish from other asymmetries, A^-B and

A1^g measured from Z° -> e+e~ and Z° — > //+^~ events. The measured values by 4 LEP
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Figure 1.1: T+T" production

states. Angles and helicities are

defined by the r~ and e~ direc-
—5» tions

)
X

Tit

a=(4/3+A.)(1+A,) ff=(4/3-A.)(1+A,)

experiments of AT and Ae are 0.145±0.009 and 0.137±0.011, respectively. The measured

AT
FB is 0.0228 ± 0.0026 [7].

Tab. 1.2 shows the current status of the gv and QA universality according to all mea-

surements of F/ and AI done by 4 LEP experiments.

e

Ii
T

I

9v
- 0.0370 ± 0.0021

- 0.0308 db 0.0051

-0.0386 ±0.0023

- 0.0366 ± 0.0013

9A

-0.50093 ± 0.00064

-0.50164 ± 0.00096

-0.5026 ± 0.0010

-0.50128 ±0.00054

Table 1.2: Current measured values of gv and g A by the experiments

at LEP

universality checks from T decay

The gi universality can be checked also with the tau decays. In particular leptonic tau

decays, T — >• ej7ez/T and r — > //i/^i/rj can be directly compared with the muon decay
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// —> eûei/ft of which properties are very precisely measured:

mM = 105.658389 ± 0.000034MeV/c2

rM = 2.19703 ± 0.00004/is

Comparison of the tau leptonic decay width, F(T —> /i/j^v), with the muon decay

width, F(^ -4 ei/ez/^), provides a check of the lepton universality in the charged current

sector. We will discuss the universality test in detail in the next section.

1.2 Lepton universality check from r leptonic decay

Fig. 1.2 shows the Feynman diagram for tau decay to electron. The invariant amplitude

Figure 1.2: Feynman diagram for tau

decay to electron

for tau decay to electron mediated by a W boson is expressed as

M = [JL*u(»TW(l - r > ( r ) ] [ = u ( f i ) 7 , ( l -78M".)]

where q^qv/M^ and g2 contributions are omitted since both terms are negligible, ~ 10~4.

Identifying this equation with its classical Fermi's expression,

= J"(r)

one gets gegr/2M^ = 4Gp/V^- We will denote Fermi constant GF as Gr in order to

insist that this constant comes from the tau decay.

The tau-to-electron decay width, F(r —> ez7ei/T), is then,
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where \M\2 is the spin-averaged probability. Neglecting the electron mass (~ 0.0003mT),
the decay rate is

IY _, - )-_ G*mr _ &£ mr / in
(T ei/e T) 1927r3 !92TpJ32M

4V l ' '

For the tau decay to muon, since muon mass is not negligible anymore (~ 0.06mT),
the mass correction term is needed.

/^2__5

(1.2)

where y = (m^/mT)2. This mass correction, F(y) = 1— 8y+8y2— y4— 12y2 In y, is negligible
for the tau to electron decay, but not for the tau to muon decay (F(m2/m?r) ~ 0.973).

More generally, the leptonic decay width of the tau can be expressed as follows con-
sidering the W mass effect and the radiative corrections:

where a~l(mr) = 133.3 and the corrections in the brackets have 0.03% and 0.4% effects
respectively. For simplicity, we will replace all the correction terms with a constant C\r.

r _ nvm?ui , 3 mr H1 , "("JT), 25 2 .
Clr = F(— )[1 + -^][I + -^-(T - TT )]

We find Cer = 0.996, C^ = 0.969.

By the definitions of the electron and muon branching ratios,

- tot

1 <ot

the tau lifetime is therefore related to the leptonic branching ratios as follow

1
Tr = TT- X

J- tot

(=

where /i = 6.5821 x 10~25 GeV s.
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On the other hand, since B(fi —» ev^Vy] = 100%, the muon lifetime is

where G11 = V2g^ge/8M^r and Ceii ~ 0.9956.

Combining rT and TM,

(1.4)

where ge terms in both Gr and Gfl cancel out, the correction term (Ceti/CeT) is negligible

(~ 0.9996).

Using the events r -> //i/f we can deduce the same equation for (gT/ge):

where §̂  ~ 1.0277.

We will discuss the check of the lepton universality based on above equations with the

experimental results on mT, TT, and Be(B^, in the following sections.

1.3 Experimental properties of r lepton

After the discovery of the tau lepton, its properties have been studied by many experi-

ments. When we started this thesis, it seemed that tau made some puzzles as if it were

not standard: 1-prong problem, non-universal coupling GT [14] [15]. Tau physics has been

studied extensively and precision measurements of tau properties, now available, may give

the answers.

We summarize here the experimental properties of T lepton, mT, branching fractions,

and lifetime, at the time we started the thesis (1992). This discussion will be continued

in Chap. 9 with the new results in LEP experiments including the analysis of this thesis.

1.3.1 Tau mass : mr

There are two general approaches to measure the tau mass:
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• scanning threshold: searching the minimum beam energy to produce tau pairs at
e+e~ collider.

• pseudo T mass fit: fitting the tau pseudomass ( because tau mass can not be directly

measured from the reconstructed particles due to the missing 4 momenta of neutrino)

with the assumption that the tau direction is parallel to the multi-pions (denote "/i")

direction. The pseudo tau momentum, |p*|, is |p/,| + |pi/T|. Using EVr — ET — E^
the tau pseudo mass

where ET is the beam energy. One gets the tau mass from the characteristic sharp
edge of the pseudomass distribution [8].

Figure 1.3: cross

section <r(e+e~ -> T+T") around

threshold in BES experiment.

3540 3560 3580 3600 W(MeV)

The world average ITS^lîglgMeV/c2 dominated by the DELCO measurement 1 was

outdated by the precise measurement of BES collaboration in 1992 [U]. The BES mea-

surement was done by fitting <r(e+e~ -4 T+T") near threshold using 7 e^n* events, Fig. 1.3

The tau mass determined by BES is 1776.91^ ±0.2 MeV.

1DELCO measurement was done by scanning the threshold using 346
collisions in 1978.

events produced by e+e+~
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The two measurements from ARGUS and CLEO in 1992 agree with the BES results:

mARGUS _ 1776.3 ± 2.4 ± 1.4MeV/c2 from mass fit using r -» 37n/T assuming mv = O,

mciEO _ 1777.6 .£. 0.9 ± 1.5MeV/c2 from kinematics using 1-1 topology events with TT°S.

The new values agree with each other and give the corrected world average:

mr = 1777.1 ± 0.5MeV/c2

The uncertainty on the tau mass is about 3 X 10~4. Fig. 1.4 shows the measurements of

the tau mass.

DASP 1978

( 1807- ±20)

DELCO 1978
(1783 ± î )

MARK2 1980
( 1787 ± 10)

.World Average 1990
( 1784.1 sfc S)

CLEO 92
( 1777.6 ±0.9 ± 1.5)

ARGUS (pseudo-mass) 92
( 1776.3 ± 2.4 ± 1.4)

BES (threshold scan) 92
( 1776.9 ± Si ±0.2)

.World Average 1992
( 1777.1 ±0.5)

Figure 1.4: Tau mass measure-

ments

1750 1760 1770 1780 1790 1800 1810 1820 1830 18X0 1850

MeV/c2

1.3.2 Tau branching ratios : B.R.(r — > Xi/T)

Unlike the muon, the tau lepton can decay to hadrons as well as to electron or muon due

to its large mass. About 85 % of taus decay to 1 charged track, e,/i,7r,p(— ï 7T7r°),ai(->

/>7r°),7r + n7r0. 15% decay to 3 charged tracks, fli(— > STT), STT + mr°. The branching fraction

to 5 prong and other modes is only about 0.1 %.
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Tab. 1.3 shows the tau branching ratios for important decay modes using the data

collected up to 1992 [22].

Decay Mode

C

5/i

h

+7T0

-f27T°

f >37T°

3/1

f >l7T°

>07T°

B.R.
17.76

17.53

12.79

25.53

8.86

1.26

8.62

5.45

0.13

WA

±

±

±

±

±

±

±

±

±

(%)

0.15

0.19

0.29

0.31

0.32

0.14

0.19

0.22

0.03

Table 1.3: Tau branching ratios

— o-

O-

I

. 1 1 . 1 . 1

-

..

>•

CLEO 91

( 19.2 ± 0.7 )

.. ARGUS 92
( 17.3 ± 0.6 )

CLEO 92
(17.42± 0.27)

OPAL 92
(17.5 ± 0.42)

O I -T 07
(17.9 ± 0.57)

DELPHI 92
( 17.62 ± 0.71 )

._o ALEPH 92
( 18.20 ± 0.35)

World Average 1 992
( 17.76 ±0.15)

i , , . . i . . . . i . . . . i . . . .
16 17 18 19 20 21

Figure 1.5: Tau electron branch-

ing ratio measurements: errors

are the combined uncertainty of

statistic and systematic

Be(%)

Tau leptonic branching ratio is especially interesting since it gives a tool to check

lepton universality when it is combined with the tau lifetime measurement as seen in the

previous section.
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Fig. 1.5 shows the measurements of the electron branching ratio. The combined result
is

B(T -» ei/i7) = 17.76 ± 0.15% (1.6)

For the muon decays, the measured branching fraction is

B(T -4 nvv) = 17.53 ± 0.19% (1.7)

The ratio B11/Be = 0.987 ± 0.014 is consistent with C^/Cer ~ 0.973.

1.3.3 Tau lifetime : TT

The T lifetime is measured from the observed decay length, extracted from the tau produc-
tion position (approximated to the beam position) and either of two tracking informations:
the tau decay vertex (reconstructed common vertex of the tau decay products) or the im-
pact parameter (transverse decay length in the xy plane). We will describe the methods

in detail in Chap. 4.

The T lifetime was first measured in 1982 by the MARK II collaboration with TT =
(4.6 ± 1.9) x 10~13 sec [16]. A number of T lifetime measurements have been done by the
MAC experiment [18], by the CELLO experiment [19], etc.. Fig. 1.6 shows the 7 lifetime
measurements and the world average before the LEP starting.

The precise measurements of the T lifetime have been reported from the starting of
experiments, like LEP experiments, in which the tracking resolution is much improved
with the appearance of vertex detectors. Also, many new techniques have been developed
in the meanwhile, and have produced statistically and/or systematically precise results.
These new techniques will also be introduced in Chap. 4.

Fig. 1.7 shows the tau lifetime measurements after the LEP start.

The significant change of the tau mass by the BES measurement tells all measure-

ments before 1992 had had a bias of ~ 1.2/s. The world average from combining all the
experiments up to 1992 is with mass correction:

Tr = 295.7 ± 3.2fs
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Figure 1.6: r lifetime measure-

ments before LEP starting and

the world average in 1990. Mea-
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1.4 Status of the lepton universality

Let us recall Eq. 1.4.

g,L

With the old values of mr(= 1.784lGeV/c2), rr(= 304fs), and Be(= 17.93%), one had

(^) = 0.972 ±0.016
9p

which gave a 1.8 a deviation from universality.

X320
)

*3I5

310

305

300

295

290

285

280

275

270

O World Average 1990

D World Average 1992 Figure 1.8: Status of lepton uni-

versality checks from r decay in

1992.

16 16.5 17 17.5 18

Fig. 1.8 shows the status of the universality in 1990 and 1992. The new measurements

of mr(= 1.7771 ±0.5GeV/c2), TT(= 295.7±3.2fs), and Be(= 17.76±0.15%), in 1992 yield:

(^)2 = 0.9803 ± 0.0108(rT) ± 0.0014(mT) ± 0.0084(5e)
S1M

where the errors are separately quoted in order to show the source. The uncertainty on

the tau lifetime measurement (0.0108) is the main contribution in the lepton universality

check. The result:

(—) = 0.990 ±0.007
5/.

still shows 1.4 a deviation from lepton universality.
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However, if one uses the tau to muon branching ratio, B11 = 17.53 ± 0.19%, then

(^) = 0.997 ±0.008
9e

which fairly agrees with lepton universality.

The largest contribution in the uncertainty of the check comes from the measurements

of the lifetime and the leptonic branching ratio: ovr/rT ~ 1.1% and (TsJBi ~ 0.8%.

For the latter, the error is still dominated by statistics. Therefore, as data increase the

uncertainty on BI should decrease. On the other hand, the lifetime measurement may less

benefit from the increasing statistics than Bi measurement since the precision is directly

related to the detector resolution and suffers from difficult systematic control. A precise

and systematic free method to measure the tau lifetime is mandatory to check lepton

universality.

To break through the limitation on the lifetime uncertainty, especially on the system-

atic error, one can simply think about a high performance detector or a new method less

affected by the detector resolution. The precise measurement of the tau lifetime by a new

technique is the main motivation of this thesis. We will discuss again the universality

check in the last chapter with the new measurements of tau leptonic branching ratio and

tau lifetime including the result of this thesis.
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Chapter 2

Performances of the ALEPH

Detector

The present work is based on r data taken with the ALEPH detector at the LEP ring.

The LEP, Large Electron and Positron storage ring, is a collider built especially for the

measurements of various electroweak parameters (Fig. 2.1). LEP was started in 1989

Figure 2.1: LEP ring and 4 points of

interaction. The circumference of LEP

is about 27 km.

with the center of mass energy around 91 GeV, the energy corresponding to the Z° boson

mass.

This chapter describes the characteristics of the ALEPH detector and its performances.
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Overall descriptions of the detector components are in Sec. 2.1. The details of the detector

can be found elsewhere [23] [25] [26].

The tau lifetime measurement depends mainly on the tracking resolution of the de-

tector. Especially in this thesis, since 3-dimensional tracking is needed to carry out the

new method (3DIP), the tracking performance on z component (along the beam axis) is

emphasized as well as r(j> component (in Sec. 2.2). The performances of the calorimeters,

ECAL and HCAL, play also an important role in the energy and direction measurement

of the neutrals and will be described in some details in Sec. 2.3.

2.1 Overall structure and components

Fig. 2.2 shows the overall view of the ALEPH detector.

Figure 2.2: Overall view of the ALEPH detector: 1) VDET, 2)

ITC, 3) TPC, 4) ECAL, 5) Superconducting coil, 6) HCAL, 7)

Muon chamber, 8) Luminosity monitor
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From inside to outside, particles emitted from the beam crossing point encounter:

1. Beam Pipe : a hybrid cylindrical pipe made of beryllium (|z| < 38cm), connecting

material (38 < Jz ) < 50cm), and aluminum part (50 < \z\ < 269.5cm). The central

parfc made of beryllium has an inner radius of 5.30em, an outer radius of 5.41cm,

and amounts to 0.00312 A'0 radiation length at 90°.

2. Vertex Detector (VDET) : a silicon wafer detector with 2 concentric layers.

3. Inner Tracking Chamber (ITC) : a cylindrical drift chamber with 8 layers of axial

wires.

4. Time Projection Chamber (TPC) : a large cylindrical time projection chamber.

The three tracking devices (VDET, ITC and TPC) will be described in details in Sec. 2.2

5. Electromagnetic Calorimeter (EGAL) : a sampling device consisting of lead sheets
and wire chambers.

6. Superconducting Solenoid : aluminum around NbTi/Cu coil cooled by liquid helium.

It has a cryostat volume of /?,-nner = 2.48m, Router = 2.92m, and 7 m long. The total

radiation length is 1.6 XQ. It creates a magnetic field of 1.5 T parallel to the beam

axis of the detector with a 5 kA current. Measured field fluctuations, A52/52,

are less than 0.2 %. Radial field component and azimuthal component are small:

B1-IBz < 0.4% and B4,/B2 < 0.04%.

7. Hadronic Calorimeter : a iron based hadronic calorimeter. It also serves as yoke for

the magnetic flux and as a muon filter.

The two calorimeters (ECAL and HCAL) will be described in details in Sec. 2.3

8. Muon Chambers : a double layer wire counter made of carboc coated plastic tubes.

The barrel part has 12 double layers (each layer covers 30°). The middle-angle part

has 9 double layers overlapped with each other and 1 layer in the bottom. Two

end-caps consist of 4 double layers.

The ALEPH detector has three subdetectors for luminosity measurement: i) Solid-

state Luminosity Calorimeter (SICAL) ' consisting of 12 tungsten sheets and silicon pad

'from Sep. 1992
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layers (/?,•„„„ = 6,/2outer = 14.6cm and 250 < |z| < 262), ii) Luminosity Calorimeter

(LCAL) consisting of lead sheets and wire chambers (R{nner = 10, Router ~ 52cm and
262.5 < \z\ < 305), iii) Very small angle Luminosity Monitor (BCAL) consisting of 10
tungsten sheets and plastic scintillators (Rinncr = 6.5, Router = 8.5cm and 770 < \z\ <
784).

2.2 Tracking Devices

The lifetime of a particle is deduced from the measurement of its decay length. Since a
decay length of a short lived (~ 10~13 — 10~15 s) particle like T lepton, charmed mesons,
bottom meson etc. can only be obtained from the (track) reconstruction of its daugh-
ter particles, tracking is an essential part of the lifetime measurement. Here we will
describe the ALEPH tracking devices from the point of view of 3 dimensional tracking
performances.

2.2.1 TPC: Time Projection Chamber

Structure

The TPC is a cylindrical drift chamber of which dimensions are Router — 1.8 m, Rinner = 31
cm and length = 4.7 m and its axis is parallel to the magnetic and electric fields. The

TPC volume is divided into two cages by a graphite coated mylar membrane (thickness
= 25^m) which acts as a high voltage electrode (Fig. 2.3). It operates in a gas mixture
of 91% Ar and 9% CH* at atmospheric pressure.

When a charged particle traverses the TPC volume, it ionizes the gas. Electrons from
ionization are accelerated by the electric field of 11 kV/m, parallel to the magnetic field,

and drift to the end-plates (maximum drift length = 2.2 m). The end-plate is a wire
chamber where the electrons produce avalanches on the sense wires. The location of the
avalanche along the wire is measured by the segmentation of the cathode plane into small
areas, so-called pad. The T(J) coordinate is measured from the pad position and the z

coordinate is measured from the drift time with the known drift velocity. Each end-plate
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Figure 2.3: TPC overall view

has 6 inner sectors (type K) and 12 outer sectors (type M, W) which have concentric 9 and

12 rows of pads ( 3cm x 6.2mm ), respectively, for 3 dimensional coordinate measurement

(Fig. 2.4). Thus TPC allows a maximum of 21 r<t> and z coordinate measurement. There

are also 8 (11) rows of trigger pads ( 6.8mm x 15° ) in each inner (outer) sector.

Coordinate resolution

The T^) coordinate resolution depends on several factors, such as the magnetic field and

the angles of the track segment with respect to wires and pads, etc.. When the pad

crossing angle is 0°, the typical spatial r<£ resolution is about 180/zm. Fig. 2.5 shows the

TPC r(j) hit resolution.

The z coordinate resolution has been measured with di-muons and cosmic-rays by

studying the drift length assuming that the trajectory is a straight line in r — z plane.

Using the pad information 0.8 mm spatial resolution is achieved for tracks with polar

angle around 90° (Fig 2.5). This becomes twice as large at polar angle about 20°(160°).
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Figure 2.5: TPC rfi and z coordinate resolutions measured with

the tracks from leptonic Z° decays
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The z coordinate can also be measured with the wires when there is no confusion due
to another track intersecting. The space resolution of z from wire measurement is of the
order of 1 mm.

Alignment and calibration

The sectors of TPC end-plates are aligned relatively to each other within ±40/im precision
mechanically. The possible misalignment of the 18 sectors (6 inners + 12 outers) for
each end-plate can be checked with laser beams, cosmic ray events and two track events
like e+ e~ —> /J+/^" [3O]. Assuming infinitesimal deviation from the perfectly aligned
detector, the relative positions between the inner and outer end-caps can be described in
a rectangular coordinate system by 6 parameters: 3 offsets along the axes and 3 rotation
angles. These parameters are obtained with Z° -4 fj.fi events by fitting the muon tracks
using TPC inner sector and outer sector independently.

On the other hand, the TPC has a laser calibration system to provide information

on the residual inhomogeneities of the electric and magnetic fields. The laser calibration
provides thus a geographical map of drift velocity in order to correct the distortions of
tracks in the TPC volume. The drift velocity is determined from the reconstructed polar
angles of tracks using the laser beam.

Particle identification : dE/dx

The TPC is not only the main tracking device of ALEPH but also a particle identifier.
The measurement of the particle specific energy loss by ionization, dE/dx, allows the
identification of particles. The dE/dx is measured from the sense wire pulse. Since the

distance between neighboring sense wires is 4 mm, a charged track can have a maximum
of 340 sense wire pulses. Fig. 2.6 shows the scatter plot of the reconstructed dE/dx as a
function of reconstructed track momentum for all tracks with at least 150 associated wire
hits in a sample of about 40,000 tracks from data. dE/dx is an important observable for

identification of electrons when it is used together with the EGAL information.
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Figure 2.6: dE/dx versus mo-

mentum. The values of dE/dx

are normalized to 1 at the mini-

mum ionization. The solid curves

give the expected mean dE/dx for

kaon, proton, electron, muon, and

pion.

P(GeV)

2.2.2 ITC: Inner Tracking Chamber

Structure

The ITC is a conventional cylindrical drift chamber with eight concentric layers of sense

wires parallel to the beam axis (Fig. 2.7). It serves mainly two roles in ALEPH: one

Figure 2.7: Overall view of ITC end-plate

is to provide a maximum of eight accurate rfi points for tracking and the second is to

give the only tracking information for the Level-1 trigger. The dimensions of ITC are

Router = 28.8 cm, Rinner = 12.8 cm and length = 2 m. Tracks with -0.97 < cos0 < 0.97
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traverse all eight layers. The ITC is filled with a mixture of 50% Ar and 50% ethane

CiHo at 1 bar.

Coordinate measurement

Figure 2.8: ITC cross sectional view of

wires

Scale / cm
Q Scut Win

• Field Wire

• CiHbnllon wire
/

—— Calibration *zlf.xa|*

The r(p coordinate is obtained by measuring the drift time in the cell, giving a precision

of about 150 fim. The z coordinate is measured from the time difference of the signals

at the two ends of each sense wire, but the resolution of z coordinate (~ 7 cm) is not

sufficient for 3 dimensional tracking.

Alignment

The alignment of the ITC with respect to the TPC has been measured by using the cosmic

events with a precision of ~ 100/zm in r<f>. The relative offset along the x axis and the y

axis are about 450 ± 100^m and O ± 50^m, respectively, and the rotation angles are very

small, ~ O.lmrad. The values are taken into account in the track reconstruction. The

misalignment along the beam axis is not important because the ITC z coordinates are

not used in the track reconstruction.

2.2.3 VDET: Micro Vertex Detector

The VDET consists of 2 concentric layers of double side silicon wafers aligned along the

beam axis. A silicon strip detector is a specialized application of a p-n diode. The coor-

dinate resolution totally depends on the pitch between the neighboring diodes (normally

it is about 20 to 50 //m).
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The main difference of the ALEPH VDET installation plan [31] in 1982 compared

with those of other experiments (MARK II, DELPHI, OPAL and CDF) was that ALEPH

considered to install a silicon strip detector with readouts on both sides (r(j) and z) of the

same wafer essentially from the start aiming for 3 dimensional position information for

each particle hit [33] 2. Fig. 2.9 shows the VDET. The inner layers of VDET are placed

Figure 2.9: Overall view of VDET

at R = 6.3 cm and the outer layers are located 11 cm away from the beam axis. The

inner (outer) layers consist of 9 (15) modules. Two layers give a thickness of 0.041 Xo at

90°.

The thickness of a silicon wafer is about 300/zm and the size is 5.12 X 5.12cm2. Each

silicon wafer has 1024 readout strips on z side and 512 strips on $ side. The effective

strip pitch is 100 /im on r<£ side and 50 /Jm on z side. Fig. 2.10 shows one module of the

VDET.

The active detector areas of adjacent wafers overlap by 2mm to ensure full (f) coverage.

The overlapping area is about 4% of the full coverage. Since both layers cover only 20

cm along the beam pipe, the tracks with O < 50° or 0 > 130° are beyond the VDET

acceptance.

2In 1989 a few prototype modules were installed, in 1990 a complete inner layer and about 50% of
outer layer were installed and finally in 1991 the installation of a complete inner and outer layers was
finished.
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Figure 2.10: A VDET module containing 4 double-sided silicon

wafers

Coordinate measurement

The reconstructed track by the TPC and the ITC is refitted using a maximum of 2

accurate .'5-dimcnsional VDET hits. The coordinate resolutions are about 12 /i both in

T(J) and in z. Fig 2.11 shows the single Vl)ET hit resolutions of r</> and z readouts using

dilution events (dividing by \/2 gives a. single hit uncertainly).

Alignment

Tlio al ignment of the Si strips can be measured optically with a precision better than

2//m and the al ignment of the plaies each carrying 4 Si wafers is known to ±20//m. Also

the relative al ignment of each wafer is obtained by looking at the separation of hits in the

overlapped area using the d imi ion events.
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Figure 2.11: Single VDET hit resolutions of r</> and z components.

Pattern recognition problem

The ALEPH VDET is not a tracking device by itself, but it plays a very important

role in the lifetime measurement because it adds 2 high precision 3-D coordinates to the

reconstructed track from TPC/ITC and finally allows a precision of the order of 20^m in

both r<^ and z components of the impact parameter.

Not all tracks with VDET have such a good spatial resolution. Since the positional

uncertainty of the extrapolation to the VDET layer is so big (~ 100^m in r<f> and ~ 800/zm

in z) with respect to the VDET coordinate resolutions, it is possible that VDET hits are

incorrectly associated to non-related tracks when the tracks are close compared with their

resolution. The overall mismatched tracks amount to 3% of the total associated tracks [34]

in the hadronic Z° decay events. About 2% of mis-associations happen when tracks have

2 VDET hits. This value becomes much larger, ~ 10%, when tracks are associated with

only one VDET hit. The pattern recognition problems also happen frequently in the

3-prong tau decays where the 3 tracks are very close to each other due to the large boost.
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2.2.4 Tracking performance

Charged track reconstruction uses VDET, ITC and TPC hits ( a maximum of 31 three

dimensional points for each charged track, 21 points from TPC, 8 from ITC, 2 from

VDET). Track reconstruction means finding 5 helix parameters: curvature (.R), polar
angle (O or tan A), azimuthal angle (<£0), and impact parameters (dQ and Z0) (App. A).

Momentum resolution

The errors on the polar angle and the azimuthal angle measurement using the 21 TPC

points are

A tan O KI 6 x 10~4

0.0028
4 x 10~4 ©

HGeV/c)

Since the error on the polar angle is small, the relative error on the momentum coincides

with the relative error on the transverse momentum. For a track with 21 TPC coordinates,

a circle fit in the r<j) plane yields:

00.003
PT "v ' /V150//m /v B

where a is the average TPC coordinate error and the last term, 0.003, is the contribution

of the multiple scattering in the gas of the TPC. However the transverse momentum

measurement error depends indirectly on the polar angle, because a track with large

I cos 0\ has normally less TPC hits and smaller arc length in the r(j> plane.

With ITC and TPC a particle momentum can be measured with Ap/p2 ~ 0.8 x

lO-^GeV/c)-1 in case of 45 GeV particles. With the help of VDET, the addition of two

very high precision points on the helix of a given charged track improves the particle's

momentum by a factor of about 25 %.

Fig. 2.12 shows the final momentum resolution using the track reconstructed by full

(TPC, ITC, and VDET) tracking devices.

Tab. 2.1 summarizes the momentum resolutions with different sets of detectors.
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Figure 2.12: Beam energy over track

momentum of the muon tracks recon-

structed with full tracking devices in

Z° -4 IJ. events

Detector

TPC only

TPC-I-ITC

TPC+ITC+VDET

Momentum resolution Ap/p2(GeV/c)~1

1.2 x 10-3

0.8 x 10~3

0.6 x 10~3

Table 2.1: Momentum resolutions of ALEPH tracking devices
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Impact parameter resolution

What is important in the lifetime measurement is not the resolution of coordinates it-

self but the impact parameter (d0, Z0) resolution. For tracks with TPC hits only, the

resolutions of the impact parameters, do and Z0, when the track has 21 TPC points are

840
(Tdo « 100 ©

(T20 « 500

P(GeV/c)
/mi

840
-nm

Typically they are ~ 300/im and ~ 800/zm respectively.

The impact parameter resolution of tracks with VDET hits is much more precise than

that of tracks with ITC and TPC hits only (Tab. 2.2).

Detector

TPC only

TPC+ITC

TPC+ITC+VDET

Impact parameter resolution

n£(/zm)

300

100

23

rz(/im)

800

800

28

Table 2.2: Impact parameter resolution of ALEPH tracking devices

For high momentum tracks, the resolutions of do and Z0 are about 23 pm and 28 /mi,

respectively. Fig 2.13 shows the ^d0 and Az0 cos A distributions for Z° -4 up events

(dividing by \/2 gives single track resolutions). In these events where the two muons

are produced at the same position and are emitted back-to-back, ]T)<fo width measures

directly the tracking resolution.

The impact parameter resolution for low momentum tracks can be measured by the

hadronic Z° decay events after subtracting the smearing from mis-measured impact pa-

rameters due to secondary vertices. Fig. 2.14 shows the d0 and Z0 resolutions for track

with VDET hits in both layers as a function of momentum. Both d0 and Z0 resolutions

can be parameterized as

= Vz0 = 25 +
95

X GeV)
(/mi)
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Figure 2.14: Impact parameters, do and ZQ resolutions for the low

momentum region
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2.3 Calorimeters

Full reconstruction of tau decay products, charged tracks and neutrals, is an important

factor in the new method developed in this thesis for the lifetime measurement. Charged

tracks are precisely reconstructed, as seen in the previous section. Considering that more

than 40% of tau decays have at least one TT°'S, the precise reconstruction of full decay

products of tau events depends on the performance of the calorimeters.

2.3.1 ECAL: Electromagnetic Calorimeter

The Electromagnetic Calorimeter (ECAL) is a lead/wire-chamber sampling device in-

stalled inside the solenoid. Fig. 2.15 shows the overall view of the ECAL. The overall

ENOCAP B

ENDCAP A

SOLENOID
VIEW IN DIRECTION OF ARROW C

SHOWING HALF MODULE OVERLAP

Figure 2.15: Overall view of ECAL

sizes are /?,-nner = 1.85m and Router = 2.25m for the barrel and Rinner — 54cm and

Router = 2.35m for the end-cap. The barrel and each end-cap consist of 12 modules.

ECAL covers a very large solid angle (O < (f> < 2n and |cos0| < 0.98) and has only 2%
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cracks in the barrel and 6% in the end-cap. The range 0.71 < |cos0| < 0.79 is an overlap
region between barrel and end-cap modules.

Fig. 2.16 shows the lead/wire-chamber of ECAL. Showers developed in the lead sheets

are measured in the proportional wire chambers. The total energy and the position of the

showers are measured using very finely segmented (~ 3 X 3cm2) cathode pads.

RNOOE PLRNE

graphlted mylar

CRTHODE PLRNE

readout lines

Figure 2.16: Typical ECAL layer of lead/wire-chamber

The longitudinal shower development is measured by 45 layers grouped into 3 storeys

containing 10 (2 mm), 23 (2 mm), and 12 (4 mm) lead/wire chambers, corresponding to 4,

9, and 9 radiation lengths for a total of 22 Xo. The cathode pads are connected internally

to form towers pointing to the detector origin. The granularity varies from 17 X 17mrad2

at O = 90° in the barrel to 9 X lOmrad2 at 0 = 40° in the end-cap.

The direction (0, <£) measurement is done by the calculation of the shower center of

gravity, from the four leading towers:



where E,- is the energy deposit in the tower number i with coordinates 0,- and <&. The

measured resolutions of 9 and 0 are:

2 7
A0/ sin O = ̂  = 0.32 + -=^ mrad

7 v

The energy measurement resolution is

Particle identification

Different particle types give different responses in EGAL. This makes it possible to sep-

arate one particle from the other. For example, electrons and photons deposit 99% of

their energy in the ECAL volume by making electromagnetic showers starting in the first

storey. On the other hand, normally muons go through without interaction in the ECAL

volume and hadrons make showers starting in the second or third storeys. Thus, variables

describing the longitudinal and transverse shower sizes, RI and RT, are used as identifiers.

2.3.2 HCAL: Hadronic Calorimeter

The large iron structure supporting the ALEPH detector plays two different roles; it serves

as yoke for the magnetic flux return and as absorber for all hadrons produced from the

e+e~ collision. The main structure is subdivided into a central barrel and two end-caps

(Fig. 2.17).

The barrel (Rinner ~ 3m, Router ~ 4.68m and L ~ 7.24m) consists of 12 modules, each

one has 22 slabs 5 cm thick except the last slab (10 cm). The intervals (2.2 cm) between

two slabs are filled with streamer tube detectors that consist of finely segmented plastic

comb profiles (0.9 x 0.9cm2). The total thickness of the calorimeter is 120 cm at 90°,

corresponding to 7.16 interaction lengths.

Each end-cap consists of 6 petals which cover 60° each. End-caps and barrel cover 93

% of total solid angle.
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Figure 2.17: Overall view of HCAL
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The pads of each layer are connected together in order to form towers pointing to

the detector origin like EGAL. About 12 ECAL towers(~ 0.97° x 0.97°) are covered by 1

HCAL tower(~ 3.7° x 3.0°) at 90°.

The resolution of energy measurement is poor ((TE!E ~ 0.84/\/£J) but the digital

pattern of HCAL fired tubes from a particle is essential for muon/hadron separation:

muons have a line shape but pions have a fireworks shape (Fig. 2.18).

loi

Figure 2.18: Typical HCAL digital patterns of 10 GeV (a) pion,

(b) muon, and (c) electron test beams

2.4 Beam position measurement : GET_BP

The beamspot position and beam envelope size are used in many analyses, especially in

the lifetime measurements, to define an approximate event origin in the x-y plane and

to know the uncertainty of the interaction position. The measurements of the beamspot

position and the beam envelope size are done by the GET_BP algorithm in the ALEPH.

Since the tracking resolution with VDET is about 25 /z, at least the same level of

accuracy is needed on beam position. To get the resolution of the beamspot position with
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the precision of 10 (im, about 400 qualified tracks are needed considering the resolution

of the tracking. Since a Z° hadronic decay event has about 4-5 well qualified tracks

(with some restrictions on the numbers of VDET, ITC, TPC hits), events are grouped in

"chunks" of about 100 events.

The beam position is obtained by plotting the distances of closest approach to the

nominal beam position of tracks in the r<j> plane versus their 0 angles at that points, and

fitting the resulting curve to a sinusoid. The sinusoid can be parameterized in terms of

the average beam position as:

< d0 >= sin (f> < XBP > ~ cos <j> < yap >

The beam size measurement is done by using the Z° —l U+\i events. By plotting the

impact parameters versus the </> angles with many events, one can reconstruct the beam

envelope.

As the results, ALEPH has good enough information of the beam position and size:

a^p ~ 30/zm, a^p ~ 10//m, and the x size of the beam is about 145/im and the y size is

about 5//m [69]. The size of the beam envelope along the z-axis is very large (~ 1cm).
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Chapter 3

Algorithms for r Physics

The procedures for the r lifetime measurement can be divided into three steps: 1) selection

of r decay events to be free from backgrounds 2) selection within the tau data sample

to reject badly reconstructed tracks and/or badly reconstructed tau direction, etc. 3)

extraction of T lifetime from the tau sample by using a likelihood method, or a least

square fit, or a trimmed mean, etc..

Usually, above 3 steps contain time dependent factors because the experimental envi-

ronment changes each year, for example, VDET installation, TPC short-circuit problems,

changes of the reconstruction algorithms, etc.. Since the r lifetime measurement in this

thesis is based on the ALEPH tau events collected in 1992 runs, we will describe the selec-

tion of tau events (TSLT) and some identification/reconstruction algorithms (TAUPID,

PEGASUS, TOPCLAS) according to their 1992 setting.

3.1 Tau event selection : TSLT

A typical TT event is characterized by i) event shape : two back-to-back collimated jets

with low charged track multiplicity and ii) kinematics : large missing energy taken away

by neutrinos. These characteristics are roughly enough to cut away the non-r backgrounds

like 77 ->• //, e+e~ -> e+e~ Z° -> çg, and Z° -> /u+/x~ (Fig. 3.1). Events not related to

the e+e~ collisions, like cosmic ray events, are distinguishable by localizing the position

of charged tracks in the small region around the e+e~ interaction point.
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ALEPH

Figure 3.1: Invariant mass versus

number of particles for all events

with at least two charged tracks

in 1992 data

The Z° —»• TT events are selected by using TSLT algorithm in ALEPH which is based

on the above tau event characteristics and some more criteria [37]. In a given event,

TSLT proceeds in the 3 following steps and checks the various criteria to be a tau event

(Subsec. 3.1.1):

1 A tau event is divided into 2 hemispheres by the plane perpendicular to the event

thrust axis.

2 The 4 momenta of the two jets, charged tracks and neutrals of a hemisphere, are

summed up to compute the total energy, acollinearity, etc..

3 Electron or muon tracks are identified by the QEIDO and QMUIDO algorithms,

developed in ALEPH for general purpose.

3.1.1 Selection criteria: Rejection of non-rr events

Rejection of Z° -» qq events

All leptonic decay events Z° —> /+/~ are characterized by the low multiplicity of charged

tracks compared with hadronic decays Z° -4 qq that yield about 20 to 60 charged tracks.
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Since Z° —>• TT events usually have 2 or 4 tracks in the final state via 1-prong and/or

3-prong r decays, the number of good charged tracks of an event, A^J"', is requested

to satisfy: 2 < N^nt < 8. Only good charged tracks are counted to avoid fake tracks

from beam-gas interactions or interactions with detector material, cosmic rays, secondary

decay products, etc.. They are defined as tracks having |</n| < 2cm, jzo| < 10cm, and

I cos#| < 0.95 and reconstructed with at least 4 TPC hits.

Z° —> qq events have large jet masses compared to r mass and have large opening

angles, where the opening angle is defined as the maximum angle between combination

of 2 good tracks in the jet. These characteristics are used to reject the qq backgrounds.

In addition, since the number of total reconstructed charged tracks and neutrals in a tau

event is limited even in multiple TT decays, the total number of objects becomes another

criterion to separate hadronic events.

Rejection of 77 events

Events from 77 processes, 77 —> /+/ , qq, are characterized by a small visible energy and

a large acollinearity. Thus to be selected as a tau event, the total reconstructed energy of

a given event must not be too small, the acollinearity must be small, and the transverse

momenta of the two jets must be balanced.

Rejection of Z° -f e+e~ and Z° -> n+p events

There are at least two tau neutrinos in the final states of Z° —> T+T events because the

tau is a short lived particle decaying to lv\vr or hi/r in the detector volume. In Z° —> e+e~

or Z° —t fi+n~ events, all the beam energy is carried out by the two leptons with equal

momenta if there is no radiation. Therefore, the energy carried by the two charged tracks

are used as a criterion to reject the Z° —ï e+e~ or Z° —> //+/J~ events. Alternatively, this

rejection can be done on the basis of the missing mass of the event.
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Rejection of cosmic ray events

Cosmic ray events can be rejected simply by the good track definition that demands

at least 1 good track originating from the beam-beam interaction region, for instance,

(Mo| < 1cm and \ZQ\ < 5cm).

3.1.2 Selection efficiency

The total efficiency can be defined as follows.

where £acc is the geometrical acceptance, etrig is the trigger efficiency, and eaei is the
selection efficiency.

The geometrical acceptance is found to be eacc = 0.8254 ± 0.0013 using both data

and Monte Carlo. No trigger inefficiency is found in the e+e~ -4 T+T~ events at the

level of IQ-4. The selection efficiency, esel = 0.9468 ± 0.0019, is found after the study of

each selection criterion efficiency [39] [4O]. The total tau event selection efficiency, eTT,

is therefore,

eTT = 78.15 ±0.23(%)

Background sources

W

77
e+e~

n+n~
i+rv

cosmic ray

total

(%)

0.29

0.27
0.62
0.05
0.07
0.02

1.32

±0.03

±0.02

±0.07

±0.03

±0.02

±0.01

±0.09

Table 3.1: Estimation of remaining backgrounds in the tau sample

in 1992 data

Estimated backgrounds in the 1992 data are summarized in Tab. 3.1 [41].
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3.2 Tau decay particle identification : TAUPID

In order to identify particles from r decays with large efficiency, a likelihood method was

introduced by M. Davier and Z. Zhang in ALEPH [42]. Five characteristic variables are

used in the ALEPH experiment in order to identify a particle:

• TPC information : dE/dx

• ECAL information : RT and RL, transverse and longitudinal shower sizes

• HCAL information : W and N\Q, the average shower width over the fired planes

and the number of fired planes in the last ten planes respectively.

The usual way of particle identification is to cut away the particles off the criteria (i.e. to

assign an identification flag to a particle when the characteristic variables are all inside

the criteria).

The basic procedure of the likelihood method is as follow:

• make a reference distribution, //(a;), for a characteristic variable i and a particle j.

• for the particle to be identified, calculate the probabilities PJ to be a type j:

where e-7 is an estimator defined as

SV/M
• assign an identification flag to the particle corresponding to the largest probability

Since the characteristic variables are found to be uncorrelated with each other and this

method does not loose statistics by the cuts on each variable, the method gets higher

efficiency than the usual cut methods.

Tab. 3.2 shows the identification efficiencies from the likelihood identification algorithm

TAUPID for particles with p > 2GeV. The main backgrounds of identified electrons and
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true (->)

identified (J.)

e

V
TT

e

99.60 ± 0.03

<O.Q1

0.40 ± 0.03

/*

<0.01

99.46± 0.03

0.54± 0.03

TT

0.61 ± 0.03
0.87 ± 0.03

98.52 ± 0.04

Table 3.2: Identification matrix on TT Monte Carlo for p > 2GeV/c

(in %)

muons are the misidentified pions at 0.5 % level. Conversely, misidentified electrons and

muons contribute to the pion background at the level of 0.5% each.

Low momentum muons (less than 2GeV/c) are not distinguished from pions since

they can not reach the muon detector and both have nearly the same value of dE/dx.

Therefore, a cut at 2GeV/c is applied and this cut leads to 5% inefficiency.

3.3 TT0 reconstruction : PEGASUS

About 40 % of T decajrs have at least one Tr0 in the final state. Since the lifetime measure-

ment using kinematics not only needs the 4 momenta of charged tracks but also those of

neutrals, the momentum of 7r°'s is an important factor in the analysis.

TT° decay final states can be two photons (TT° —> 77), one photon and two electrons

from conversion (TTO —>• 77 —ï ^e+e~) or four electrons from conversions (TT° —> 77 —>

e+e~e+e~) in the detector volume. Thus, TT° reconstruction is started with reconstructing

pair conversions and finding photons in ECAL.

In the clusters made by the energy deposits in the ECAL storeys, a sub-cluster is

regarded as a photon when this photon candidate has more than 0.25 GeV energy and if

there is no associated track at a distance of less than 2 cm away from the barycenter of the

cluster. The energy is measured by the energy deposit in the central 4 towers corrected

from the expected energy deposit fraction in the 4 towers. The position of the photon

impact on the surface of ECAL is calculated from the energy barycenter of the 4 towers

and corrected.
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TT°'S are reconstructed by pairing two photons. The TT° tagging efficiency depends on

the energy of TTO. For low energy TT°, the efficiency is limited due to missing photons, and

for high energy /r°, it is limited due to non resolved two photon clusters.

The resolution of rr° energy measurement, limited by the photon energy rerolution,

can be improved by the TT° mass constraint. For low energy TT°'S, this TT° mass constraint

plays an important role since the two photons are normally well separated: their opening

angle is well measured, so it compensates for the relatively large errors on the energy

measurements. For high energy 7T°'s, both opening angle and energies are fitted to have a

mass compatible with Tr0. Fig. 3.2 shows the improvement of the resolution of TT° energy

measurement by the mass constraint. The resulting resolution, cr(E)/E, is about 6.5%,

,̂
W

0.25

0.2

0.15

0.1

0.05

n unfitted
• fitted/

Figure 3.2: Resolution of the Tr0 energy

before and after fit

10 _0 20
TC energy

is nearly independent of energy.

3.4 Classification of tau decay : TOPCLAS

TOPCLAS, designed for the study of r branching ratio measurement, classifies the decays

into 12 classes according to the particle identification and the number of 7r°'s [44]. The

identification of hadronic decay channels is especially interesting in the 3DIP analysis,

since 3DIP method uses the hadronic-hadronic T+T" decay events. Tab. 3.3 shows the
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hadronic channel identification efficiency and the leptonic channel backgrounds (e and

/x). For the hadronic-hadronic T+T~ decay events, we estimate about 1% non hadronic-

true (->)

identified (4-)

leptonic

hadronic

leptonic

99.2

0.5

hadronic

0.8

99.5

Table 3.3: Hadronic channel identification matrix on T Monte Carlo

(in %)

hadronic decay backgrounds.

In 3DIP analysis, we use the package to select the hadronic-hadronic TT decay events

and we cut again the leptonic decay contribution using kinematic properties of tau

hadronic decay event (Chap. 7). Final leptonic backgrounds are less than 0.3 % of the

hadronic-hadronic TT sample used in lifetime analysis.

3.5 Monte Carlo and detector simulation

3.5.1 T Monte Carlo simulation : KORALZ

The analysis in this thesis was done with help of the Monte Carlo r events generated

by KORALZ [45]. The production e+e~ ->• T+T- at the Z° pole includes 7 and Z°

contributions with full electroweak radiative corrections.

T decays are simulated by the library TAUOLA. All known decay modes are simu-

lated and longitudinal polarization effects are taken into account. The input tau mass is

1.777GeV/c2 and the lifetime is 296fs.
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3.5.2 Detector simulation : GALEPH

The generated MC events are processed by the detector simulation program GALEPH

(GEANT+ALEPH). After the simulation is tuned to selected real data samples, MC

events show excellent agreement with real data.
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Part II

TAU LIFETIME AND
KINEMATICS IN HADRONIC

TAU DECAY
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Chapter 4

Review of the Methods for the Tau

Lifetime measurement

Tau lifetime measurements have been done using various methods: 1) Decay Length

Method, 2) Classical Impact Parameter Method, and first developped in ALEPH, 3)

Impact Parameter Difference Method (IPD), 4) Impact Parameter Sum Method (IPS,

MIPS). In this chapter we will summarize them briefly and give the motivation why we

developed a new method to measure the tau lifetime.

4.1 Introduction : statistics and precision

The tau lifetime is determined by the measurement of the mean decay length of tau. The

proper decay length, cr, of a tau is related to the decay length in the laboratory system,

/, as
1 mTCT = —1 = —/

7/? Pr

where pr is the tau momentum. Then for mono-energetic r's, the lifetime is determined

by
_ mr /o

TT —
PT C

where IQ is the mean decay length, while the measured decay lengths / ideally show an

exponential distribution, exp(—///o).
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The error on the decay length measurement, 61, is characteristic of the tracking devices,

and does not depend on the decay length itself but depends on the momentum, the number

of VDET hits, and the tau direction measurement, etc.. Fig. 4.1 shows the expected decay

length distribution of tau events smeared by the tracking resolutions a = /o, 0.75/o, 0.5/o,

0.25/0- In the case of ALEPH tracking system, the tracking error corresponds to ~ 0.33/o-

Figure 4.1: Expected length distribution of °-7

tau events smeared by the detector resolution °.e

0.3

0.2

0.1

O -5 -4 -3 -2 -\ 0 1 2 3 4 5
Decoy length in unit 1«

Statistical precision

The precision of the measurement depends both on the r event sample size and on the

uncertainties inherent to the methods. The expected decay length distribution is an

exponential (mean = /0), smeared by the detector resolution (Sl) as we saw in Fig. 4.1. The

statistical precision of the measurement is related to the resolution of the measurement

and the sample size NT [46]:

.
/o

(?)*
For example when the uncertainty of the decay length measurement is almost equal to

the decay length itself, the statistical precision will be 1.4/'\fN^ and about 20000 T events

are needed to reach 1% statistical error.
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In methods using tau pair events as in e+e —>• T+T , the statistical precision of the
measurement is

where NTT is the number of r pairs.

Fig. 4.2 (Fig. 4.3) shows the statistical error versus the total number of selected taus

(tau pairs). Arrows in figures indicate the numbers of total taus (or tau pairs) produced at

one site of LEP ring. The acceptance of each method must be further taken into account,

Considering the acceptance of usual IP method using 1-prong and the statistical precision,

O
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3
O

E
3

to:

'.\ 0.555 stotisticol error

\7. statistical error
<- LEP 93

LEP 92

oa.
o
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jQ

E
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O 0.005 0.01 0.01S 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.0» 0.04 0.045 0.0}
Statistical error

0.57. statistical error

175 statistical error

<- LEP 93
LEP 92

O 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0,035 Of* OMS
Statistic'ical error

Figure 4.2: Statistical error versus

number of taus

Figure 4.3: Statistical error versus

number of tau pairs

~ 3.4/\/]\C, we can see that one needs at least 12OK T+T events to reach 1% statistical

error. In the case of DL method, the statistical precision (~ 1.05/\/]Vr) is much better

than that of IP method, but the branching fraction (~ 15%) of 3-prong decay and the

efficiency of the vertex fit (< 70%) limit the sample size, and one needs about 10OK T+T"

events to resell 1 % statistical error.
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4.2 Methods using single r

4.2.1 Decay Length Method: DL

The Decay Length method applies to 3-prong decays and is the most direct way to measure

the lifetime. The decay length method (DL) consists of the reconstruction of the primary

vertex (= tau production point), the secondary vertex (= tau decay vertex)), and the tau

direction (Fig. 4.4).

••> reconstructed r

true r

Figure 4.4: Sketch of a three-

prong T decay illustrating the

variables used in decay length

method. The size of beam is ex-

aggerated compared to the tau

decay length.

beam envelope

These 3 quantities are extracted from the following physical observables:

• Tau production point : approximated by the beam position. The beam size and

position uncertainty become the uncertainty of the tau production point.

• Tau decay vertex : reconstructed common vertex of the measured trajectories of the

tau charged daughters. Its error is driven by the tracking resolution. The common

vertex is normally determined by minimizing the following x2.

i - h ( v , P i ) ) - v)
1=1
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where hi and (7,- are the z'th track helix parameters and their covariant error matrix,

h(v,pi) is the helix models which are recalculated to contain the vertex u, and VQ

and CVo are the a priori vertex position and its covariant matrix.

• Tau direction : approximated by the momentum vector of the tau decay products or

the event thrust axis. The intrinsic tau direction error due to the missing neutrino

momentum gives an additional error in the tau direction estimation.

The production and, in many cases, decay points are determined only in the r<£ plane

because of the large uncertainty of the beam size along the z direction and the worse

resolution of the tracking in z component l. Therefore the 3D decay length / measurement

needs also the tau direction information to compensate for the large uncertainty of the

beam size along the z direction. The three dimensional tau flight path is obtained from:

/ =
 xy

sin 6

where O is the tau polar angle with respect to the beam axis.

The decay length, /, is fitted by minimizing the following x2j

X2 = (vd ~ (V0 + lr}}T(C00 + CM + Cpp}~l(vd - (v0 + If))

where C00 is the primary vertex error matrix, CM is the fitted vertex's, and Cpp is the

error matrix of the tau direction (p denotes the sum vector or thrust axis). Since the

smearing from the tau direction error is proportional to the decay length, Cpp is given by

Cpp = /2<7p • (Sij — pipj) where ap is the direction error.

Fig. 4.5 shows the decay length distribution of ALEPH analysis.

Likelihood : Gaussian convoluted exponential function

Considering the exponential distribution of tau decay length and assuming a gaussian

error on the decay length measurements, we get the event density function, J-', to be used

in the estimation of the maximum likelihood as the exponential distribution convoluted

with a gaussian:

1ALEPII has a good enough resolution in z to have 3-dimensional vertex
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Figure 4.5: Decay length distribution

of ALEPH 1991 measurement
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where / is a measured decay length and cr is an estimated error of the decay length.

Results and comments

Since DL method uses 3-prong tau decays, it suffers from low statistics due to the low

branching fraction (~ 15%). Strong requirements on track and vertex qualities 2 make

another factor reducing the sample size. The low efficiency comes from various reasons:

backgrounds, fake 3-prong like Tree"/ from conversion, and most of all, pattern recognition

problems in VDET hit association, etc..

Tab.4.1 summarizes the recent results from the LEP experiments [47], [48] [63]. We

see that the statistical precision 2.0/\/7V7 in 1989 and 1990 ALEPH measurement is highly

improved in 1991 and 1992 by the VDET installation: l.Ol/v/ÂÇ and l.Q5/^/N^ respec-

tively. These values are consistent with the expected statistical precision P = 1.05/VW^

when we consider that the decay length measurement error is about 33% (760/zm) of the

mean decay length (2300/^rn) in ALEPH.

2~ 40 % in ALEPH, ~ 25 % in DELPHI, ~ 70 % in OPAL. ALEPH uses full (3-dim.) decay vertex

in analysis.
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Year

1989+1990

1991
1992

1993

ALEPH

TT

288 ±23 ±12

295 ± 10 ± 5
290.0 ±5.8 ±2.1

-

NT

629

901
2793

-

DELPHI

TT

-

303 ± 13 ± 7

291 ± 8 ± 8
-

Nr

-

823
1200

-

OPAL

TT

-

283.5 ±7.4 ±4.8
284.5 ±4.8 ±2.2

292.6 ±5.3 ±2.2

Nr

-

205Of
4671

4417

11990+1991 Table 4.1: Tau lifetime measurements using DL method

4.2.2 Classical Impact Parameter method: IP

Conceptually the impact parameter method is similar to the decay length method since

it measures the transverse decay length lxy and extracts a tau flight path from / = T^.

The difference in the impact parameter method is in the calculation of lxy. The transverse

decay length is determined by the impact parameter of a track as follow

dQ

where ij)Xy is the projected angle between the track and the T direction. This technique

does not need to fit a vertex, so it is used generally in 1 prong tau decay events. It benefits

from high statistics of 1-prong decays (~ 85% of tau decays).

Fig.4.6 illustrates the physical observables and the true quantities in the IP method.

The (I0 measurement is smeared not only by the tracking resolution but also by the beam

size and position uncertainty (the uncertainty on the tau production position is ~ HO/i

on x, ~ 10/< on y). In addition the term i})xy induces a large smearing on the decay length

measurement because of the large error on the tau direction from the thrust axis and the

smallness of the decay angle ipxy

Results and comments

Tab.4.2 summarizes the recent results from the LEP experiments using the impact pa-

rameter method [47] [58] [62]. ALEPH and DELPHI stopped the analysis because they

moved to new methods using T+ and T~ pairs as a whole. The statistical precisions

achieved by OPAL in 1993 is about 3.4/\/ÂÇ 3 With this precision, more than UOK

3THe statistical precision achieved in 1992 data is better than that of 1993 due to smaller beam size.
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true I

measured I

beam envelope

thrust axis

true r axis

Figure 4.6: Illustration of IP

method: The size of beam is exag-

gerated compared to the tau de-

cay length.

Year

1989+1990
1991
1992

1993

ALEPH/DELPHI

Tr

286 ±18 ±11
304 ±11 ±6

-

-

Wr

6954°)
6113b>

-

-

L3

Tr

-

288 ±21 ±12

291.1 ±8.5 ±4.1

303.2 ±9.7 ±4. 7

r Nr

-

5227C>
11122

10839

OPAL

TT

-

295.5 ±6.9 ±3.3
288.1 ±4.4 ±2.7

286.0 ±5.3 ±2.5

^r

-

25653d)
35168
32703

"' ALEPH, *) DELPHI, c> T -4 Iw + r -4 l/tnrr°t/, d) 1990+1991

Table 4.2: Tau lifetime measurements using IP method
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accepted tau pairs in this method are needed to reach 1 % statistical error.

4.3 Methods using the tau pairs

Both methods explained above use the tau production position, the tau direction, and the

tau decay vertex or the impact parameter to measure the tau decay length in a given event.

Thus, uncertainties affecting any of these 3 variables introduce errors in the measurement

of the decay length.

Since we know T+ and r~ are produced back-to-back at an e+e~ collider like LEP, we

may hope to remove at least one or two uncertainties using this characteristic, to be left

only with tracking resolution.

The methods we explain in this section are the methods recently developed, and

allowing the tau lifetime measurements with the best statistical error (IPS) or the best

systematic error (IPD).

4.3.1 Impact Parameter Difference method: IPD

The first attempt to overcome the limitations of the classical impact parameter method

started with S. Wasserbaech in ALEPII, who developed the IPD technique [49] [5O]. He

noticed that the back-to-back nature of tau pair produced in the e+e~ collider makes the

quantity IPD, </Q — ̂ o, independent of the tau direction.

In the x-y plane, the impact parameter is related to the projected decay length (lxy)

and the projected tau decay angle (^1J by d0 = lxy sin ̂ )xy. Considering two tau decays,

the impact parameter difference, d^ — do, is

d+-do = /J, sin V-J, - Cy sin 0Jy

For given ^**, and z/£y, the average IPD is,

< 4 - (lo >=< lxv > (sin $5, - sin VCy)

The tau decay angle, ̂ , is small enough (~ 25mrad at LEP) to allow the approximation,

sin Tpxy ~ ipxy-.
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Under the assumption that the T+ and r are back-to-back in the x-y projection, ^y — VC,

becomes the a/imiithal angle difference between the two charged tracks (i/>+y — tj)~y =

A<£o = 4>o — 4>o i "")• Tims, the tan lifetime is determined by scaling lxy using tau polar

angle (O) as in the IP method and measuring the slope of the linear plot < dj — d^ > as

a function of si

(4.2)

Fig. 4.7(a) shows the 2 dimensional distribution of d£ — da (= Y) and sin 0A<£0(= A').

Fig. 4.7(b) shows the y-axis profile of Fig. 4.7(a). The decline of Fig. 4.7(b) determines

the lifetime.

a
O

o

.

0.10

0.05

O

-0.05

-0.10

0.10

0.05

O

0.05

O. IO

-0.3 -0.2 -0.1 O 0.1 0.2 0.3

X

Figure 4.7: (a) Y versus X (b) < Y > versus A'. The line shows

the fit result wi th in |A'| < 0.18



Results

Tau lifetime measurements using this technique have been done mainly by ALEPH and

DELPHI collaborations at LEP. Tab.4.3 summarizes the results [49] [50] [61]. The statis-

Year
1989+1990

1991
1992

1993

ALEPH

TT

285 ± 17 ± 6
316 ±12 ±3

288.1 ±5.4 ±1.2

-

Nrr

3470
3343

10983
-

DELPHI

TT

-

299 ±11 ±6

295.9 ±7.0 ±3.3
289.0 ±7.2 ±4.5

Nrr

-

2873
5965
5789

Table 4.3: Tau lifetime measurements using IPD methods

tical precision is about 2.0/VAW both in ALEPH and DELPHI. When we transform this

statistical precision into the form used in the classical IP method, this value corresponds

to 2.8/\/7v7. 4

4.4 Impact Parameter Sum method: IPS

Another approach, IPS, was started also by ALEPH, noticing that the uncertainty on

the production position cancels out in the quantity dfi + do (Impact Parameter Sum) for

parallel tracks [52]. IPS smearing in the case of non parallel tracks is given by Eq. 4.3:

= 2crf s sin <j) sin © cos $ sin A<?i> (4.3)

where $ is an azimuthal angle of the track, (j> = (^ + </>2)/2, and A<£ = fa — fa — TT. The

beam size along the x axis is large (~ 180^m) but it contributes only few microns to the

IPS smearing since angular difference between two charged tracks is small, A^ ~ 40mrad.

However IPS technique suffers from the poor estimation of the decay angle ij>xy.

Likelihood function

Different decay topologies make different true IPS distributions. When 0J > O and

4THe statistical precision is worse in 1993 analyses due to enlarged beam size.
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direction L,

(a)

Figure 4.8: Illustration of 1-1 tau

decay projected to the xy plane:

a) r/>; > O and ^2 > O, b) i/>{ > O

and V>2 < O. Angles are defined

— 4>tau-

L1

T, direction

(b)

V->2 > O as shown in Fig 4.8(a), the true IPS distribution is:

V/,, </4,0; O =

exp(—5'//sin0sint/>'j) — exp(—I
/sin0(sin 0J — sin

à > O

where S'(= ̂  d0) is true IPS, O denotes the tau polar angle. On the other hand if 0J > O

but V4 < O as shown in Fig 4.8(b), the distributions become:

0i,</>2,0;0 =

cxp(—S'/l si
/ sin 0(sin ^J — sin t/>2

exp(— 5'// sin 0Sm^2

/ sin 0(s'm i/>J — sin ^2

r,

The expected IPS distribution in the real experiment is obtained by convolving the true

S' distribution with an IPS resolution function, 7£, assumed to be a gaussian. Additional

smearings from the decay angles (^1,2) measurements however must be considered, (so

called h function), which have to be integrated numerically.
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Finally, the tau lifetime is extracted by searching the maximum likelihood of the IPS
density function:

02i , 2, , 02, 01, 02)

Results

Tau lifetime measurements using IPS technique have been performed by ALEPH and

DELPHI collaborations at LEP. Tab. 4.4 summarizes the results [52] [53] [56] [6O]. In

Year

1991

1992

1993

ALEPH

TT

290 ± 6 ± 6
295.0 ± 3.9 ± 4.4

—

Nrr

2557

10464

DELPHI

Tr

304 ± 9 ± 6
296.8 ± 7.1 ± 3.5

296.6 ±6.5 ±4.1

NTr

-

2823

4350

Table 4.4: Tau lifetime measurements using IPS methods

the case of DELPHI, the statistical precision ~ 1.4/\//VTT is slightly worse than that of

ALEPII (~ 1.3/\/AfTT) because DELPHI does not use the information of tau direction.

The statistical precision of IPS method corresponds to 1.9/-JN^- which is much more

pricise than that of IPD method. But the method confronts with the limit of systematic

control due to the uncertainties on the tracking resolution and the non-gaussian tails.

Momentum dependent IPS method: MIPS

A modified version of the IPS technique (MIPS) was developed by H.W. Kim [54] also

in ALEPH collaboration. Instead of measuring 0 from the charged track and the thrust

axis, the MIPS uses the track momentum which is kinematically correlated with the decay

angle. The statistical error l.3/\/NTT obtained in the original IPS is reduced to 1.2/\/JVTT

by using MIPS but the method suffers also from the same systematic limit as in !PS.
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4.5 Another new method?

Tab. 4.5 summarizes

various methods:

the acceptances, statistical precisions, and systematic errors of the

Method Acceptancef(A7;od) Precision Systematic error (%)

DL

IP

IPD

IPS(MIPS)

0.08

1.00

0.34

0.32

1.1/x/ÂÇ

3.4/v/Af;

0.7%

0.9%
0.4%

1.5%IPS(MIPS) I ~ 0.32 I ~ 1.3/y./VTr I ~ 1.5%
frr event selection efficiency X branching fraction X acceptance of cuts ( X 2 for DL and IP method)

Table 4.5: Acceptance, statistical precision, and systematic error

of the tau lifetime measurements

Tab. 4.6 shows the observed or expected numbers of tau data events in ALEPH ac-

cording to the TSLT efficiency and acceptances of DL, IPD, IPS methods. The acceptance

of IP method and corresponding sample sizes (A^~pronfl) are taken from OPAL analysis.

We assumed the analysis on 1993 and 1994 data will be performed as 1992 analysis with

Year

1989+1990
1991
1992
1993
1994

Total

SLdI(Pb-1)

8.1
12.2
23.4
33.2
58.7

136

Nz0-*qq

179K

294K

711K

675K

1.76M

3.62M

!\rprod
i ¥ TT

8.7K

14K
34K
33K
65K

155K

N'el
J V T T

6.5K

UK
25K
24K
5OK

116K

/Ul -prong
•"•T

7K
1OK
35K
33K
65K

15OK

\r3-prong
J*r

0.6K
0.9K
2.8K
2.7K
5.2K

12.2K

N}-1

3.3K
3.4K

11.5K
11K
21K

50.2K

Table 4.6: Number of ALEPH tau data. N^-pron9, N^ron^ and

N*~l are the expected sizes of data samples after their specific

selections.

the same detector performances.

Using up to 1994 data, statistical errors of the tau lifetime will approach
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• DL : 0.95 %

• IP : 0.89 %

• IPD : 0.94 %

• IPS : 0.58 %

The tau lifetime is likely to be measured with a statistical uncertainty as small as 1.3 fs.

However the measurement will be limited by the systematic error (~ 3fs) if the systematic

uncertainties of IPS like methods are not reduced.

To overcome the systematic limit on the lifetime uncertainty and to profit from the

increasing statistics, it is worth developing a new method less affected by systematical

uncertainty and more precise. There have been some attempts and many ideas for im-

provement using the z readout of VDET, energy measurement of neutrals, and/or the

kinematics in hadronic decay channels. Also there have been continuing demands to ex-

tract tau lifetime from 1-prong side in 1-3 tau decays, which give statistically independent

result from the DL method since the latter uses only 3-prong tau decays. This thesis gives

an answer, 3DIP method, to the above ideas and questions. The 3DIP method uses the z

readout of VDET and full reconstruction of tau decay products, charged and neutral. In

addition, the method uses 1-3 tau decays as well as 1-1 decays, and measures the lifetime

from 1-prong decays. The last part of this thesis is devoted to the 3DIP analysis.
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Chapter 5

Kinematics of Hadronic-hadronic TT

Decay Events

5.1 Tau decay angle in hadronic channels

For non-leptonic tau decay modes, there is only one neutrino in the final state and the

kinematics of the tau decay can be considered as a 2-body problem. These events are

mainly r — >• TCI/V, r — » pvr, and T — » a\vr, r — >• (nrr)i>r and appear as 1-prong or 3-prong

-Fnrr0. The kinematics can be applied in 1-prong as well as 3-prong decays. From now

on, each hadronic final state, TT, /9, Oj, (UTT), ..., etc., is called just "/iarfron" for simplicity

and will be denoted as "/i".

The 4-momentum of the hadron can be reconstructed as the sum of the 4-momenta of

its charged and neutral daughters:

0*E*

For a hadronic tau decay, the tau to hadron decay angle can then be reconstructed

using 2-body kinematics:
2Er Eh -ml -mj

where E, P, m are energy, momentum and mass of T or h. The tau energy is equal to

the beam energy ignoring radiative corrections and mT is set to 1.777GeV/c2.
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Fig. 5.1 shows the difference between the reconstructed decay angle and the true one.

The superimposed curve is a fit with three gaussians. The decay angle resolution is about

Figure 5.1: Difference between

the reconstructed decay angle and

the true decay angle

2 to 5 mrad in the two central gaussian peaks. The events in tails (~ ISmrad) come

mainly from bad reconstructions of hadrons. There is also a small contribution (~ 11%)

from hard non-collinear TT events. 1

5.2 Tau axis solutions in momentum space

The unknown tau axis must lie on a cone around the hadron direction with opening angle

equal to the tau decay angle, ^. In the following, this will be called the decay angle

constraint. In the momentum space, two equations are obtained from the decay angle

constraints in both hemispheres:

T - = c o s
A

T~ ' k~ = COS (5.2)

'The distribution is not symmetric because there exists a mathematical limit on the reconstructed
decay angle $, V" = O, when cos ̂  > 1. cos ̂  defined as Eq. 5.1 can be larger than 1 ( ~ 5% of tau events

)•
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When the two taus are back-to-back as generated in Z° —> T+T" at Z° pole, T = T+ =

—f ~, the decay angle constraint equations are rewritten as

T - ^ + = cos ̂ +

T ' k~ = —COS î1-

Combining the two equations and using the vector identity A x (B x C) = B(A • C) —

C(A-B],
A, A A . A ,

(/I+ X h~] X f = /I+ COS ̂ " + /î~ COS TJ)

The term, ^+ cosij)~ + h~ CQS^+, will be defined as H and called the perpendicular axis.

The cross vector h+ x h~ will be defined as ^j.. The above equation is then written:

h± x f = H (5.3)

Since |f| = 1, finally we get,

T2|/u.|2 - 1(H x ̂ )2T2 + H2 - Hl - /iL = O (5.4)

This second order equation has two solutions for the tau direction, that gives a well-known

two-fold ambiguity (Fig. 5.2). It can be solved by denoting a = |/ix|2, b = -(H x h±]z

—6db \/62 — ac

hi ,Hy
Tx ~ T +

The two-fold ambiguity can be simply understood by geometrical considerations. In

Fig. 5.2, one of the hadron directions is reversed to show the intersections, /ii is the

reversed direction of h~. The two intersections of the cones can be interpreted as the two

tau axis solutions, TI and TI. The vector // is normal to the plane determined by the two

tau axis solutions (the ambiguity plane). The vector h±(= h+ X h~) lies in the ambiguity
-^

plane and is directed always along the external bisector of TI and TJ. A third vector Ah1

the internal bisector of the TI and T2, is along the intersection of the ambiguity plane and

the plane defined by the two hadrons.

The vectors, H, Ah, and h± make a orthogonal coordinate system. In this coordinate

system, the two tau axis solutions lie in the hj_-Ah plane and the two hadrons lie in the

Ah-H plane.
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Figure 5.2: Geometrical view of

two kinematical tau axis solution

The use of the // — h± — Ah coordinate system in the lifetime measurement is the basic

idea of the 3DIP method.

5.3 Configuration of two tau axes and hadron tracks
in real space - Case of fully reconstructed hadrons

In this section, we will show the way to resolve the 2-fold ambiguity in case the hadron
A

vectors are fully reconstructed. It is assumed here that we know the hadron direction h

and some fixed point on the hadron track, for instance, the point of minimum approach

to the beam (</o, ZQ)- We will show that only one solution is consistent with a tau decay

and the other solution has no physical meaning.

Let us define f0 the tau pair origin and /* the decay lengths of the two taus. In

addition, let us define h^ as measured points on the hadron tracks. These can be the

points of minimum approach to the beam or any measurable points. For each hemisphere,

the decay point in space, V, is related to T0 and f, or to /I0 and /i as follow (Fig. 5.3):

V = T0 + IT = K0 + Tjh

where ?/ is the distance between /to and the decay point along the hadron track. Combining



Figure 5.3: Illustration of the two

hadron tracks, T*, and unknowns

«7*

h»'

both hemispheres, TQ cancels out:

/+T+ _ /-f- = H+ - KO+

With the assumption of back-to-back taus, T+ = —f , the above vector equation is

simplified as follow:

(/+ + /-)f = Sh0 + T1
+Ii+ - TJ-K- (5.5)

where T = T+ = —f~ and Sho = /I+ — JÎQ .

Using the two tau decay angles determined by kinematics, the 3 unknowns, 77* and

/+ + /~(= x)> can be reduced to one. Substitution of Eq. 5.5 into the equations of the

decay angle constraints (Eq. 5.2) gives the following result (See App. E).

where,

J- ""* ""* A O

6 = /IX • (Sho x /i )/M.

Finally we get the tau axis vector equation with only one unknown, %:

(5.6)
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where,

Dh = (hj. -Shah J hi

The decay length sum x, then, can be directly derived from Eq. 5.6 using |f j = 1:

Therefore,

The positive solution corresponds to the good tau direction.

The vector Ah was already introduced in the previous section and is parallel to the

intersection of the plane containing h+ and h~ and the ambiguity plane. \Ah\ is smaller

than 1 when the two cones intersect. (1 — \Ah\) is identical to the discriminant of Eq. 5.4.

Dh is the minimum approach vector between h~ and H+. Dh is along h^ and conse-

quently orthogonal to Ah- Fig. 5.4 is the geometrical interpretation of the tau axis vector

equation (Eq. 5.6).

Considering that Dh is orthogonal to /1/,, yf • Dh = \Dh\2- Then the real tau axis

should satisfy the condition, f • Dh > O, due to the positive decay length. In Fig. 5.4 TI

represents a real tau solution, z'.e, TI • Dh > O. The second solution, T^ (f2 • Dh < O), would

result in a backward emission of the hadrons in the r decays.

Thus when the vector D/, is measured, it can be used to select the original tau axis

by checking the scalar product:

-4

Ttrue ' Dh > O

Dh < O

However, the measurement of Dh requires the full reconstruction of hadron vectors, in

direction and position in space, which is achievable only for T —t n(K)vT decays or in 3

prong decays where the decay vertex can be sufficiently well measured.
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(A) (B)

h i axis

^xA

\
X<>0

Figure 5.4: (A) T decay configuration in thé Ah — /U plane. The

vectors h+ and h~ appear parallel in that projection. (B) Only one

solution, TI, satisfies the equation f = AH + Df1/X
 w'th a physically

meaningful positive x-
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A similar calculation of the relation between the minimum distance between two pions

(here D/,) and the decay length sum (x) was performed by J. H. KUHN [66].

The tau axis selection using this idea was checked on Monte Carlo events. In the

events where both TS decay to TT, the efficiency of good tatt arts selection is around 85 % ,

where the good tan axis is defined as the solution closer to the MC true tau axis. The 15

% of wrong choice is mainly due to the infinitesimal size of Df1 and/or its large tracking

error. The kinematical tau axis resolution without selection (or in the case of random

selection) is ~ 22mrad. When we apply the selection criteria using Dh-, the resolution

decreases to ~ 6.7mrad. Fig. 5.5 shows the angle between the selected tau axis and the

MC true axis in the T T - T T events.

Figure 5.5: Angle between the selected

tau axis and the MC true axis in the

T T - T T events

7T-7T events

I Selected tau axis

(mean = 6.7 mrad)

Rejected tau axis

O 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.0« 0.07 0.08 0.09 O.t

5.4 Configuration of two tau axes and charged tracks

in real space - General case

The ALEPII tracking devices allow a full reconstruction of the charged tracks with high

precision (A/j/p2 ~ 0.6 x 10~3(Ge\//c)~1 and C^0 ~ 23/zm,c7z0 ~ 29^m). For neutrals,

like photons or reconstructed TT°S, the direction is well measured (OB w CT^ ~ 3/>/Emrad)

with the assumption that the neutrals come from the interaction region. The neutrals

have no information corresponding to r/o and ZQ of a charged track. Therefore, a hadron,

mother of charged tracks and neutrals, can not be reconstructed in the direction and the

position except in the case of pure charged modes. For this reason, in modes with neutrals,
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while Ah (depending on the direction) can still be reconstructed with a few milli-radian
-*

resolution, the vector D/, (depending on the direction and position) can not be precisely

measured due to the missing do and Z0 of the neutrals. In this section we will study the

possiblities of generalization of the selection mechanism to the events with neutrals.

Fig. 5.6 shows a tau decay to a charged track and neutrals. Let us define a 3D-
—*space point CQ of a charged track, corresponds to h0 in Fig. 5.3, as the point of minimum

approach (d0 and Z0) of the track. Again we can obtain the following equations in both

Figure 5.6: Schematic view of the tau decay

to one charged track and multiple neutrals

beam position

/ V decay point

tau production point /

C0 --W (<Oo.do.Zo)

closest point to beam axis

beam—axis

hemispheres:

T0-f/+f+ = c*-f e+c+

-4 , I —. A — -4— , _ A —

T0 + I T = C0 + f. C

and the combined result as before is,

XT = (Sc0 + E+C+ - e-c~) (5.7)

where f. is the unknown distance between CQ and the decay point along the charged track.

The equations are exactly of the same form as the equations of the hadron vectors.

Using the tau decay angle constraint, Eq. 5.2, the tau axis satisfies the vector equation

similar to Eq. 5.6 (See App. E).

(5.8)
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where,

Âc = Hx

Dc = (CJL-

The decay length sum 2 can be directly measured using Eq. 5.8 and f2 = 1.

X2, = (xAc + 4) • (XAC + 4)

\
Therefore, \

Ae • Dc ±

The vector Dc is always measurable since the geometrical space quantity SCQ relies on

charged tracks. However, we can not use it to select a tau axis like the vector Dh because

the scalar product Ac • Dc does not vanish, so the term f • D0 (= A0 • Dc + |Z)c|
2/x) can

be either positive or negative, irrespective of x sign.

The vector Ac is still in the Ah — Aj. plane. It is parallel to the intersection between

the ambiguity plane and the plane 'defined by two charged track vectors c* like in the

case of Ah- But the vector Ac has a different meaning compared with the interpretation

of the vector Ah. The projection of the vector A0 to the Ah axis makes \Ah\. And A0 can

be interior or exterior of the unit circle (Fig. 5.7, Fig. 5.8).

In the case \AC\ < 1, interior, the sum decay lengths, Xi and ^2, have opposite sign

with each other and the tau axis selectiori using D0 can be applied (Fig. 5.7). When \AC\ is

larger than one, exterior, the two tau solutions can not be separated since both solutions

give \'s of the same sign (Fig. 5.8). \

Combining Eq. 5.6 and Eq. 5.8, we can derive the following vector relationship between

Dh and Dc:

Dh = x(Ac - Ah) + Dc\ (5.9)

where all the vectors, AC, Ai1, and Dc are measurable.

2A similar calulation of the decay length sum in the general case was made by G. Giannini et al.[65].
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(A) (B)

Figure 5.7: (A) Selectable configuration of Ac and D0. (B) Tau axis

can be selected because only one solution, TI, gives a positive decay

length.

(A)

A.

h, axis

Figure 5.8: (A) Unselectable configuration of Ac and D0. (B) Tau

axis can not be selected because both solutions give positive decay

lengths.
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Since x is unknown, Z)/, is not measurable. However an approximate Dh can be found

by using the expected decay length sum x- The sum of the two decay lengths, Xi has a

convoluted exponential distribution:

/(X) = £e-*>*
1Q

where /o is the r mean decay length. At LEP, the expected mean value x(= 2/0) is about

4.6 mm. With this mean value x, the Dh can be approximated to

Dh - Ah) + D0 = Q - Ah) + Dc (cm)

—f

Using this approximated Dh vector the good tau axis is selected with a lower efficiency

than in the T T - T T sample. Averaging over all hadronic decay channels, the good tau axis

selection efficiency is about 69 %.

Usually the event thrust axis is used as an approximation to the tau direction. In

the hadronic-hadronic decay events, the kinematical tau axis reconstruction allows an

improvement of the tau direction resolution down to 16.5mrad without any selection,

compared with ~ 25mrad from the thrust axis.

Fig. 5.9 shows the angles between the selected tan axis and the MC true axis in all

hadronic-hadronic tau decay events. We see that the tau direction resolution can be

Figure 5.9: Angles between the selected

tau axis and the MC true axis in all

hadronic tau decay events 0 Selected tou oxis

(mean = 11.5 mrad)

O 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.09 0.0« 0.07 0.08 0.0« 0.1

improved again by the selection using the approximated Dh vector, down to 11.5mrad.

Fig. 5.10 shows the \ distributions of the selected and rejected solutions using the

approximated Dh- The mean value of the selected x distribution is found to be ~
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all h-h events

0 Selected

D Rejected

Mean 0.1513E-01
RMS 0.5266

bias
= + 150 nm

-1 -1.5 -I -0.5 D 1 IJt 2

Figure 5.10: Decay length sum

distributions from selected and

rejected solutions, x-axis is in

centimeter

Figure 5.11: Resolution of the

decay length sum reconstruction

from the selected tau axis (^reco —

Xirue). xtrue is Monte Carlo truth
decay length sum.
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4.6mm as expected. However the distribution has long tails which make large systematic

uncertainty on the mean decay length measurement (Fig. 5.11).

5.5 Application of kinematics to lifetime

ment

As discussed in the previous section, the two-fold ambiguity of the tau axis reconstruction

can not be fully resolved due to missing information (track parameters of the neutrals).

However, the selection mechanism using the reconstructed or approximated vector Dh

helps reducing the ambiguity, i.e. finding a more accurate tau direction than a random

choice between the two solutions. Monte Carlo shows that the tau axis resolution is

improved by 40 % (16.5mrad -> 11.5mrad) when the selection mechanism is applied.

But the tau decay length (x) solution from the selection does not allow to measure the

lifetime since the remaining ambiguity makes a non-negligible bias on the decay length.

To measure the lifetime, one should remove the two-fold ambiguity. A way to eliminate

the ambiguity is introduced now using the projection in the H — /ij_ — Ah coordinate

system.

Consider the tau decay vector equation described by charged tracks (Eq. 5.7), XT =

8cp + E+C+ — e~c~, and its projection onto the H axis, /ij_ axis, and Ah axis. They are

X f - / / = So0 -H + t+c+ -H -Cc-- H (5.10)

XT- / I I = Sc0 • ft JL + E+C+ • ft x — e~c~ • ftj. (5-H)

X T - A h = Sc0-Ah + e+c+ • Ah - e~c~ • Ah (5.12)

As seen in the section 5.2, Ah is the inner bisector of T\ and T^. Defining B as the

angle between Ah and either tau axis, the above 3 projections can be written as

O = Sjj + ̂ a^-Ca-fj (5.13'

±Xsin# = àhj. + f-+&hL — -"0Aj. (5-14)

Xcosf? = 8 Ah + e+u:j[h — f-~<*Ah (5.15)

where 5,- is the projection of Sc0 onto the ?! axis (i — //,/ij_, Ah) and of are the cosine of

the angle between the (±) charged track and the i axis.
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The first and the third equations do not contain any ambiguity. They can be used in

the lifetime measurement.

The 3rd projection will however give a poor estimation of the lifetime because of the

small sizes of the measured quantities §Ah and io^ — cos 6 with respect to their errors.

ig. 5.12 shows the distributions of 5,- and af . The average values are to be compared

the tracking error affecting the 5's (~ 50^m) and the angular error affecting the a^'s

Imrad.

Fig

to

Imrad).

(a-2)

<!«!> - 30 mrod

(b-2)
<lal> - Hmrad

(c-2)
<lal> - 2 mrod

O 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 O 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2

Figure 5.12: (a-1,2) £//, aH, (b-1,2) 1, (c-1,2) SAh, aAh-cos9

The 3DIP method is an application of the first equation. We will discuss the 3DIP

method in the next chapter.



Part III

MEASUREMENT OF TAU
LIFETIME USING 3DIP METHOD
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Chapter 6

3-D Impact Parameter Method

Kinematics and geometry in the hadronic-hadronic T+T decay events give a possible way

to measure the tau direction and the tau decay length. Especially the projection onto the

vector H allows an equation which is free from the two-fold ambiguity of tau direction.
-^

We then need to know how well the vector H can be reconstructed, and how to extract

the lifetime from the equation.

In this chapter, we will discuss quantitatively the characteristics of physical observ-

ables, SH and ajy, and introduce the likelihood method to extract the tau lifetime.

6.1 Perpendicular axis

As seen in the previous chapter, once we have the tau decay angles (^*) from the decays

of T+ and r~ in the hadronic-hadronic decay events, it is possible to determine the special

vector, /7, orthogonal to r direction, deduced only from kinematics and the reconstructed

hadrons (A*):
-^ A I A ,

// = h+ cos \l)~ + h~ cos 0

Hereafter, // will be called the perpendicular axis or simply H-axis.

Let us recall the tau decay vector equation, XT = SCQ + c+c+ — e~c~ which gives
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Eq. 5.13 when projected onto Ii:

— e~aj{

where Sjj = SCQ • H and cnf{ = r^ • H are three measurable quantities. For simplicity, let

us omit the subscript // and rcdofinc o>+ = a+
{, a~ = — af{, and 8 = — £//. We have

S = c+a+ + (T a (6.1)

where e* are unknown.

Fig. 6.1 illustrates the physical quantities used in 3DIP method. The plane normal

.track*

^track"

Figure 6.1: Schematic view of

3DIP method

to 7/ contains the r± vectors. Because of the small decay angles, Q±(= c* • H) is almost
A

equal to the angles of the tracks with the plane. // axis is random with respect to the

beam axis.

A

Eq. 6.1 is not always realized in real experiments, because the term f • H is not zero
A

when T+ and r~ are not back-to-back, or if // is badly reconstructed by loss of some

photons, etc.. Fig. 6.2 shows the perpendicularity defined as cos~l(r-H) — ir/2. The line

is fitted by three gaussians in order to estimate the resolution of the perpendicular axis.

The width of the central peak (the first gaussian) is Imrad and the second is ~ 6mrad.

The non-zero term, (/+ + /~)f • //, introduces about 4.6/i smearing of 5 in Eq. 6.1 when

assuming a mean decay length 2.377?.m (~ 27/i smearing for the second gaussian). Events
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A

Figure 6.2: Perpendicularity between the vector H and f using MC.

// is reconstructed using full detector informations, f is the MC

generated tau direction vector.

having bad perpendicularity (events in the third gaussian contribution, 03 ~ 33mrad)

have worse resolution than that of thrust axis and may yield a large smearing. The cut

of badly measured H-axis and systematic effects induced by this term will be discussed in

Sec. 7.3 and 8.2.1.

6.2 Generalized IPS equation in 3-dimensional space

It can be seen that the unknown c* are nearly equal to the decay length I^ when c£ are

chosen as the points of minimum approach of the charged track to the beam. This is due

to two reasons: i) the tau decay angle if? is small (< 150mrad) even if the momentum

of the hadron is as low as 2 GeV. U) the polar angles of both charged tracks are greater

than ~ 50° and less than ~ 130° when restricted within the VDET acceptance. Fig. 6.3

shows the distributions of c and / in MC.
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o 0.2 0.4 o.e O.S i 1.2 i.« 1.9 i.s

Figure 6.3: (left) distributions of e and / in MC, (right) scatter

plot of e and /

Eq. 6.1 can then be rewritten as:

6 = l+a+ -\-l~a~ (6.2)

This equation is the basis of the 3DIP method for the tau lifetime measurement. It is

formally identical to the IPS equation.

To illustrate the relation with IPS, the term S can be expanded as follows,

S = SC0-H

= (d% sin (/>+ - da sin <j)~)Hx - (d% cos </»+ -f d0 cos <£")//„ + (z£ - Z0)H2

~ (4 + do}(H* sin 4 - Hy cos <£) + (*+ - Zo)Hx

where </>+ ~ (/>~ + TT and </> = (^)+ + </>~±7r)/2. Therefore S can be regarded as the combined

quantity of IPS and Z0 difference in space. An analysis analog to IPS method can be done

with the following favorable conditions:

• 5 is given from dQ and Z0 informations, and is typically larger than IPS, S

as is dominated by tracking error. ag/S is thus reduced compared with IPS.

• as it will be shown in the following section the uncertainties of the angles a* are

negligible (coming only from tracking, ~ 0.5mrd). The method thus does not suffer
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from angular uncertainties and does not need to use a numerical integration over

the measured angles (h function in IPS method [53]).

• the beam size contributions to as is very small (~ 4/f) as in IPS compared with the

tracking error (~ 50/i) since the large uncertainty of the z component (az ~ .7cm)

cancels out in (ZQ — ZQ).

9 the method is applicable to 3 prong tau decay as well as 1 prong after reconstruction

of the sum track (App. C).

6.2.1 6 resolution and error estimation

Apart from tracking, the experimental error on the 3-D impact parameter comes from
A

various sources: a small smearing from the beam size, badly reconstructed H, T+T"

acollinearity, etc.. The measurable errors are

• Tracking : <TJrocWn* = S(SC0) • H ; typically ~ 50^m for 1-1, ~ 40jim for 1-3 sample.

• Beam size and beam position measurement : typically ~ 4/zm

The contributions to cr(SCo) from the beam size and position measurement error are given

in App. D. It is to be noticed that the z-component contribution to &s from the beam

size is also parameterized by a^p and cr^p; the beam spread along the z-axis does not

affect the SCo measurement.

The measured S and the true Stru (= -SC0
ru • Hrec + (/+ + l ~ ) f t r u • Hrec) quantities are

compared to see how well the errors are estimated (Fig. 6.4). The resolution distribution,

(Stru — Srec)/cr$, is nearly gaussian except for long tails. The sigma fitted in Fig. 6.4 larger

than the expected value 1.0, means that the measured errors are under-estimated by

about 24% in 1-1 and ~ 26 % in 1-3. The tracking error from JULIA, a^
aMn9', affecting 8

through SCo is found to be ~ 9 % under-estimated in 1-1 and ~ 13 % in 1-3 MC samples.

Using MC true tau directions and decay lengths, we estimate that the smearing from the

badly measured H-axis, (/+ -f /")// • f, is about 12% of a\
rackin<>.

The parametrisations of the various kinds of uncertainties are not simple. The sum of

</o's of the Z° —> /.ifj, and 77 —>• ̂ i can be used to monitor the tracking resolution in the
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Figure 6.4: Resolution of 5, (8iru - 8rec)/(Ts distribution of (A) 1-1

sample (B) 1-3 sample

high momentum regions and the low momentum regions, respectively. However instead

of using these external samples to parameterize as, we choose to fit the resolution scale

factor, K, together with the decay length:

_ ^acfcmp Q ffBP

in order to reproduce the real experimental error. This cannot be done in the IPS method

because the resolution fit and the decay length fit are correlated with each other due to the

relative sizes of IPS and errors, and the large error on 0xy. In the 3DIP method the angles

a* are measured very precisely (0.5 mrad, Fig. 6.5), so that the fit of the resolution and

the fit of the decay length are decoupled. This point will be addressed again in Sec. 8.3
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Figure 6.5: arec — atru distribution from (A) 1-prong charged tracks

(B) sum tracks of 3-prong decays

6.3 Likelihood Approach

6.3.1 Gaussian convoluted double-exponential likelihood func-

tion

Assume the lifetime is T0 and the number of events is NQ. After t seconds, the number
__ i_

of taus left is, N(t] = NQe T° . When r's are monoenergetic, this can be written as the

function of the decay length, N(I) = Woe" 1O", where J0 =

The true £,•(= (CQ — f0) • //) from a hemisphere is related to the decay length / and

the decay angle a by S'{ = la'{ where i = ±. Here, we denote the primed quantities as the

true ones. The normalized true <S| distribution for a given /0 is
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Ignoring the measurement errors, the expected fi distribution is a. double exponential

dis t r ibut ion from two tan decays. Considering the two hemispheres together, we redefine

A+ as the greater one between /ofv"1" and /orv~ and /\_ as the smaller one. Then the

convoluted distr ibution of sum of the impact, parameters from the two hemispheres gives:

= r -r^-r1

Jo /,,O+ /Oa'_

whcn A+A- > °>

when A A ~ < ° ancl 5'
—A1

A+-.\_C~ wlien A+A~ < ° an(1 ^'

The real distribution is the above distribution convoluted with the experimental res-

olution function, g(S,a+,a~)

F(<ï,cv+ , cr,<r) = J J J g(6',(y'+,G'-)r<"(5',a+,a-}d6'da'+da'-

'^\}c resolution function of 5 (Fig. 6.4) is well approximated by a gaussian up to

'.](T. The errors on cv^ coming only from tracking are small enough to be neglected (~

0..r>?mY/)( Fig. 6.5). y is then a. simple gaussian with width an. The possible effects due to

nou-gaussian tails wi l l be studied in Chap. 8.

VVe get the likelihood function for a given /o as follows by integration:

^(<î, a+, a", a;/o) = _J -e-^(.s+C^erfc(Q+) - .s_eQ-erfc(Q_)) (6.3)
2/0(fv+ -a_)

where .̂  are the signs of a± and Q± = %(/-^ f ) - crfc is the complementary error

function defined as
9 /•«> o

crfc(x) = J - erf(.r) = —= \ e~x dx
V/7T Jx
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Chapter 7

Event Selection

In the 1992 ALEPH Data, 27,118 Z° -» T+T- events were selected by TSLT02. 157,987

events were selected in 200,000 Monte Carlo generated by KORL06 using 1992 geometry.

We checked all detector status (Trigger, VDET, ITC, TPC, EGAL, HCAL) and rejected

events when any of these status is not O.K..

7.1 Preliminary selection

The analysis package ( TOPCLAS [44] ) for the tau branching ratio studies is used to

select the hadronic-hadronic T+T~ decay events and to improve the hadron reconstruction;

namely it is used to

• reject the non-tau backgrounds left after TSLT02,

• identify the hadronic channels,

• treat the gamma conversions,

o avoid summing radiative or fake photons to hadron reconstruction,

• improve the reconstruction of TT° momenta.

Events having I ICAL pilotons are excluded to ensure good Tr0 momentum measurement

and the hadron mass is restricted to be less than 2GcVfC2. To protect from interactions
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with detector materials, events with additional bad tracks l are rejected and we require

that the total charge of each hemisphere is ±1 and opposite to each other. We do not

consider the decays wi th more than 3 prongs.

Data Samples

MC Generator

Number of Events

TSLT02

Detector status

Background Rejection

lladron mass cut

No additional bad track

Sum of charge = ±1

No more than '{-prong

GRT-BP
Had-llad decay

Basic track qualities

92 Real

27118

25712 (94.8%)

25089 (97.6%)

24150 (96.3%)

21674 (89.7%)

21216 (97.9%)

21186 (99.9%)

20892 (98.6%)

8160 (39.1%)

6115 (74.9%)

92 MC

KORL06

200,000

157987 (79.0%)

157987 (100.%)

157766 (99.9%)

152907 (96.9%)

136168 (89.1%)

133844 (98.3%)

133626 (99.8%)

133626 (100.%)

49757 (37.2%)

38115 (76.6%)

Table 7.1: Data, reductions after preliminary cuts

VVe further demand that both hemispheres have at least one track satisfying the fol-

lowing track qualities:

• p > 2 GcV/c, \H0\ < 1.0 cm, |z0| < 5.0 cm

• x*/NumDF of the helix fit less than 4.0

• at least 8 TPC hits and 2 ITC hits

• at least 1 r — <j) hit and 1 r — z hit at the same time in VDET inner or outer layers.

VVe wi l l call LCT (Leading Charged Tra.ck) a track which ful f i l l s the above conditions.

Note that we do not use the track having only 7- — </> or r — z VDET hits. A track with

7- — (j> and r — z hits but in different VDET layers is not used either. When there exist

more than one LCT in 3 prong case, we define the most energetic tra.ck among them as

LCT. For real data, we restrict to events with GET-BP information [69].

TPC hits, |(/,,| < 40cm but not a good track (|r/0| < 2cm, |20| < 10cm, p > 0.5GeV/c, 4 TPC hits)
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TaI). 7.1 shows the data, reductions after the above cuts.

VVo analyse separately the 1-1 and 1-3 samples. We ignore the 3-3 sample. Tab. 7.2

shows the data, samples.

Data. Samples

1 - 1

1 - 3

3 - 3

Total

92 Real

3745 (GJ .2%)

2103 (34.4%)

267 ( 4.4%)

6115 (100.%)

92 MC

23133 (60.7%)

13245 (34.8%)

1737 ( 4.5%)

38115 (100.%)

Table 7.2: Number of event in each sample

7.2 Additional cuts : VDET pattern and vertex

probability

While the quanti t ies C0 and c arc directly the point of minimum approach to the beam

axis and the direction of the charged track in 1-prong decay, they must be computed from

the sum track in case of 3-prong tau decay. The sum track helix and its error components

arc obtained from the fitted vertex, the momenta sum, and their corresponding covariant

matrices by using of YTOP package (App. C).

Mismatch between the VDET hits and the track extrapolation from TPC/ITC may

lead to large shif t on S while the measurement error a^ stays small. This problem happens

frequently in 3-prong decays because of the overlapping of the track extrapolations due

to the small opening angle. It a,lso happens in 1-prong decays when there exist additional

tracks, e.g. tracks from photon pair conversions.

The problem is largely reduced when we do not allow the sharing of VDET hits

wi th another track. Addit ional track requirements a,rc applied to prevent VDET pattern

problems:

• VI )ET hits (?• — <•/> and r — z] of LCT must not be shared with another track.
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Iu rn.so of !{-prong, both non LCT tracks must have at least one VDET hit ( again

/• — <•/> and r — z at the same plane ) ; these VDET hits are not shared with that of
I/'.T. 2

Fig. 7.1 and Fig. 7.2 show the f/() and zn resolutions of the sum track in 3-prong decay

before and after the a.bove cuts.

For 3-prong decays, a cut on the probability of the secondary vertex in the sum track

reconstruction is applied, requiring that P(^,crtex) is greater than 0.1 %. Fig. 7.3 and

Fig. IA shows the clii square distribution of vertex and the corresponding probability

plot.

X'2 of vertex fit
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Figure 7.3: y2 of vertex fi t in 3-

prong decay (error bar: data, his-

togram: MC)

Figure 7.4: Probability of vertex

fit

-non !,(.!'!' (racks have loss strict, conditions; ]> > 0.!>(7cV/r, |f/n| < l.Ocii», |ro| < 5.0C77» and

\y/NinnI)F < 4.0, at, least. 8 'ITC hit .



7.3 Additional cut : Badly measured H-axis

As already stressed in Chap. 6, Eq. 6.1 is not exact when the H-axis is not perpendicular

to tau. To keep the neglected term, (/+ + /~)f • //, small we need therefore to cut off the

events with badly measured 11-axis. The tails (> 20mrad) in the perpendicularity plot

(Fig. G.2) amount to M %, '1O % of them originating from hard non-collinear T+T" events

Considering first that the thrust axis is an approximation of tau axis with a SOmrad

resolution in space, we calculate the perpendicularity between // and the thrust axis and

cut at 30mrad. '' About 10 % of events are removed in 1-1 and 1-3 samples. The cut

reduces the tails to 7 %, half of them come from hard non-collinear TT events.
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Figure 7.5: (A) perpendicularity

between H and thrust versus true

perpendicularity (B) perpendicu-

larity between // and thrust
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Perpendicularity with thrust

To fur ther reduce the tails, we use the kinematical properties of the ll-a,xis. The cut is

based on the fact that the same physical quantities and hypotheses arc used in the II-a,xis

:iA li î i rd i ioii-coll inonr r+r is defined a.s 0""' > lOmrad.

''Tlinisl. ;ixis is rcconsl.rucl.cd l>y all onorgy flow objects.
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measurement and in the kincmatical r a.xis reconstruction. To understand this, let us

return Io t h e kinemat ical tan direction reconstruction. In each hemisphere, kinematics of

(he (an decay constrain the unknown tau axis to be on a cone around the reconstructed

hadron direction, //, wi th the opening angle cos^/> (Eq. 5.1). As developped in Chap. 5,

the hypothesis t h n f t he two KTUS arc bnrk-to-bnck reduces the common tau direction to

the two intersections between the cones. But when the hadron is badly reconstructed due

to missing pilotons or undctecta.b!e neutral hadrons, e.g. A'£, or when the two ta.us are

not. back-to-back, it may happen that the cones do not have any intersection.
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Figure 7.6: (A)

dicularity (B) (,/

vs Perpen-

(Ii)

Because of their common physics inputs, there is a. strong correlation between the

perpendicu la r i ty of the vector // and the kinematical tan solutions. When the cones do

not intersect, this means that the tans are not back-to-back or the energy of hadron is

badly estimated due to missing neutrals, etc.. This also results in H being badly recon-

structed. Thus we can control the perpendicularity of II-a,xis by checking the existence of

kinematical tan solutions.

The angu la r distance, denoted by C1", between the cones is obtained from the angle £

between two hadron directions, and the decay angles, V'+ and t/>~:

= 2

Notice tha t when C," is negative there are two kinematical tau directions, and when (,' is

positive the two cones do not intersect.



Fig. 7.6 shows the dependence of the perpendicularity on £.

VVe compute the error on (,", a^, assuming CT^ = CT^ ® o$+ ® CT^,- (App. F).

More than 20 % of tin- data samples would be rejected if we restrict to events with a

tau axis solution. To save statistics, we may accept also the events if the angular distance

between the two cones is comparable with its variance CF^, i.e., when they can intersect

wi th in their errors in opening angle and directions. We exclude the events with £ > 30^,

which are suspected as having badly reconstructed H-axis.

Fig. 7.7 (A) shows the perpendicularity in logarithmic scale. The hatched histograms

are the rejected events by C > 30^ cut.

After the Çfaç cut, the tails amount to ~ 5 %. Since the kiriematical cut is sensitive

to the geometrical configuration of the cones, the C/^C cu^ 's efficient to reject the non-

collinenr TT events. The latter now amounts only 20 % of the remaining tails. The final

H-axis perpendicularity is w i th in flmrad.

7.4 Other additional cuts

We exclude the events having an abnormally large \8Co\ and |o'+ -f cv | which cannot

happen in normal two tan decays. Wc cut off the events when \8Cn\ > 2mm or (a* + »"! >

0.2. In real data only 3 and 5 events arc rejected respectively by these cuts in 1-1 sample;

all 1-3 events pass the cuts.

To fit the l i fet ime we consider only the events with a large enough likelihood, .F(/o, KO)-

-T7Co. ^n) is computed with /o set to MC input decay length (/o = 0.2279cm) and K set to

the value K0 deduced from maximum likelihood fit without cut. The applied cut is

This 1^(J-) can be interpreted as a likelihood probability (App. G. 2). The cut value

/'(JT) > !()"•' is consistent with our data statistics of few thousand events ( Fig. 7.8 and

Fig. 7.0 ).
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7.5 Summary of cuts

Pab. 7.3 shows the number of events in each sample after the above cuts. VVc will discuss

Data Samples

Data

Number of events

VI)F/!1 pattern

/>roMxL,CJ.)

Cut on /7 • Thrust

C < :^c
flC\) < 2771ÎII

|o+ + n~\ < 0.2

log(/'(.F))>-:i

1 - 1

Data

37/15

3/132 (91.6%)

-

3080 (39.7%)

2898 (91.1%)

2895 (99.9%)

2890 (99.8%)

28/10 (98.3%)

MC
23133

22612 (97.7%)

-

20310 (89.8%)

19263 (94.8%)

19222 (99.8%)

19201 (99.9%)

18968 (98.8%)

1-3
Data

2103

1158 (55.1%)

993 (85.8%)

899 (90.5%)

811 (90.2%)

811 (100.%)

811 (100.%)

79/1 (97.9%)

MC

13245

8096 (61.1%)

7162 (88.5%)

6529 (91.2%)

5969 (91.4%)

5962 (99.9%)

5962 (100.%)

5888 (98.8%)

Table 7.3: Number of events in ca.ch sample after the additional

cuts

the systematics related to these cuts in Sec. 8.2.

For sake of comparison with IPS results [53] the 5 distributions from 1-1 sample and

1-3 sample arc shown in Fig. 7.10 for different ranges of O+ + a~. For large |a+ + a~|,

clear exponential decreases arc observed. Resolution effects are seen around S = O.
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Chapter 8

Results and Systematics

8.1 Result of the likelihood fit

8.1.1 1-1 sample

Fig. 8.1 shows the Iu and 'Ia contours of A/,-, ' and KJU. It appears that A fit and K fit

O
CO
<u
Ct

'°2000

Data MC

2050 2100 2)50 2200 2250 2300 2350 2400
Decay length X

Figure 8.1: A-K fit contour for 1-1 sample : inner contour shows Ia

variation and otter is 'Ia.

are iincorrclatcd. This question wi l l be addressed in details in Sec. 8.3.

1Wc denote (,lie fitted decay length A to distinguish from MC input decay length /Q

IH)



Tho fit ted decay length and the factor K from the 1-1 sample are summarized in

Tab. 8.J. The fit ted K is consistent with the resolution distribution in MC (Fig. 6.4).

1-1 sample

A (cm)

K

Real Data

U.225U ± 0.0045

i. 26 ±0.03

Monte Carlo

0.227-1 ±0.0017

1.24 ±0.01

Ta,ble 8.1: The fitted decay length and error factor from the 1-1

sample

The Monte Carlo was generated with a mean lifetime, 296 x 10 I5 sec, at a center

of mass energy of 91.25 CJeV. Ignoring radiative corrections, this value corresponds to a

mean decay length of 0.2279 cm. The fitted decay length of MC agrees well with the

gcne.ral.cd one.

The ratio between Data and MC

= 0.989

corresponds to a lifetime 292.9 ± 5.9 ± 2.2(A'/C'.s/«/.)fs .

The measured 2% statistical error corresponds to 1.07/V~N. This is the best resolution

factor among the 1-1 analyses.

8.1.2 1-3 sample

Tab. 8.2 shows the results of the fit for the 1-3 sample. Fig. 8.2 shows the contours of A/,-j

and K.JU.

1-3 sample

A (cm)

K

Real Data

0.2 106 ±0.0088

1.33 ±0.05

Monte Carlo

0.2 190 ±0.0034

1.26 ±0.01

Table 8.2: The fitted decay length and factor K from the 1-3 sample
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'•°2000

Dota

2050 2100 2150 2200 2250 2JOO 2350

Decay length X

Figaro 8.2: A-K fit contour for 1-3 sample : inner contour shows Ia

variation and outer is 2a.

The ratio

^^ = 0.962
A M c

corresponds to a l i fet ime 28<1.6 ± 11.9 ± 4A(MCsial)k . The statistical error is l.lS/\//V.

8.2 Systematic uncertainties

8.2.1 Cuts on H-axis

In order to estimate the effect of the cut on the Il-axis using the perpendicularity to the

thrust axis, we switch on and off the cut. Wc find 0.03% (0.14%) difference in the 1-1

(1-3) sample. Expected statistical fluctuation is QA % (0.6%) which is much larger than

the observed fluctuat ion.

To check the effect of the cut on (, we vary the cut value from O to 3<7c. Fig. 8.3 shows

the variation of the results with the cut values. We count the maximum variations, 0.22

% in 1-1 and 0.31 % in 1-3, as systematic errors. Expected statistical fluctuations from

the cut arc 0.'!% in 1-1 sample and 1.1% in 1-3.

'!'he actual variations of \,iain/^MC by ''he cuts on H-axis arc very small compared with

the expected statistical f luc tua t ions . We f ind thai the events rejected by the cuts have

likelihood derivatives insensitive to the lifetime. This means that the rejected events do
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Figure 8.3: Variation of the

ADa'"/AMC with the C cut, (A) 1-

1, (B) 1-3 sample.

not contribute much to search for A. The induced fluctuations are consequently smaller

than the expected statistical fluctuations which are calculated with the assumption of

random variat ion of the sample.

8.2.2 Cuts 011 SC\)\ an(3 ci'++ Q'~I cuts

The- cuts am switched on and off and the l i fet ime shi f t is taken as a systematic uncertainty.

I'Vom the |(ÏÏ.'0| cut, we f i n d ~ 0.13 % differences in our final results in both samples.

1'Vom the |o+ -f o~| cut, affecting only the 1-1 sample, we find 0.17 % difference in

our f i n a l result.
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8.2.3 Cut on the vertex probability in 1-3 analysis

VVr niovr the vortex probabil i ty cut from 10% to O. Fig. 8.4 shows the result. Results at 5

% and 10 % include large statistical fluctuations. We take the observed 0.71 % maximum

variation between I % and U.Ol % as the systematic uncertainty related to this cut. The

variations arc indeed compatible with the expected statistical fluctuations.
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Figure 8.4: (A) Variations of the

ADn(n and \MC with the vertex

probability cut in 1-3 sample, (B)

Variations of the \Data/XMC.

8.2.4 Non gaussian tails

Since non-gaussian tails are not considered in our likelihood function, these events could

cause a bias in l ifet ime fit. A discrepancy on the population of this tail in real data

compared to MC could induce an additional systematic uncertainty. This gave the most

severe contr ibution of the systematic uncertainty in the IPS method, 1.33 %, [53]. 2

In the present analysis, there are two sources of non-gaussian tails: (1) tracking, (2)

- ' Ib Ia I svslomal.k: error was I.'H) %
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Il-axi.s smearing ( ( / + + / )f • / /) .

Lot, us consider firs I the non-gaussian tails from tracking. In MC they are defined as

I he events wil . l i Srrf - S'™ck larger than 30*, where 8\™ck = ^qjrtt • Hrec and c^ru is the true

3HIP calculated from MC ( r u t h . After the likelihood cut, (P(F] > 10~3), they amount

to 1.3 % and 1.4 % of 1-1 and 1-3 MC samples respectively.

VVe assume that the uncerta.inty on the non-gaussian population in real data is not

more than 30 %. This assumption relics on the resolution studies of qq events in [53] and

is conservative comparing with their results. Fig. 8.5 and Fig. 8.6 show the changes of A,

/.• and max imum likelihood when increasing the populations of non-gaussian tails in MC

by up to 30 %.

VVe take the systematical uncertainties from the maximum variation of the results,

0.44 % and O.'11 % in 1-1 and 1-3 samples, respectively.

Now we consider the non-gaussian tail effect from H-a.xis smearing. When defined as

(/+ + / ~ ) f • // > 3(T,c, they amount to '2A % and 1.6% of the 1-1 and 1-3 samples, respec-

t ively , after the l ikel ihood cut. The uncertainty on the II-axis ta.il depends on the accuracy

of the TT event and detector simulations: 1 ) number of rr7(energctic), 2) branching frac-

tions of the (indétectable hadronic channels, e.g. A'°. 3) Photon reconstruction efficiency

'I) Non hadronic decay contributions from miss-identified electrons or muons, etc.. We

f i n d t ha t the I l -axis noii-gaussian tails have no correlation with the tracking error.

When varying the populat ion of tails in MC as we did for tracking, we find no severe

decay length changes neither in 1-1 nor in 1-3 MC samples. On the contrary, we find

larger values of K'S as expected. !Oven if we assume that the tails in real data are twice

as large as in MC, K. grows up to 1.28 in both samples, but the fitted decay length is not

changed. No systematic error on A is thus added.

8.2.5 Background

Of the 1,522,800 (fi MC events. 169 pass the tan selection algorithm (0.011 ±0.03%). 48

events have less than 'iGc.V hadronic masses in both hemisphere. Only 1 event survives

all cuts. Since the qq MC sample is about, twice as large as real data, 0.5 qq background

is expected in real d a t a . The l ikelihood of the MC background event is 4.36 and ù = 27//,
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rr,5 — 37//, n+ = —0.017 and o = —0.086. VVe simply insert this event into the real

sample and we estimate the systematic error as the variation of the result. VVe f ind 1//

shift in the f i n a l result (corresponds to O.O'l %). It. is compatible with the statistical

f luc tua t ion .

8.2.6 r/o, ZQ offsets

Unknown offsets on (I0 and C0 due to possible mis-alignments of VDET layers may cause

a systematic bias on the l i fet ime measurement,. The offsets may be a, function of the angle

(j> and O depending on the geometrical alignments of each layer. Up to 50/nn d0 offsets

have been observed in data. However, in 1 PS-like methods (unlike the IPD method), the

</o offsets do not affect much the lifetime estimation: the effects cancel in Sd0 due to

the ax /mi t i tha l symmetry of the r decays. The same arguments apply to Az0- Therefore,

unless very large z(} offsets, the 3DlP method is expected to be insensitive to do and ZQ

offsets.

Selected Z° -4 /;//. events are used to study the C0 offsets. 29,278 Z° —> / /+ /«~ events

collected in 1992 arc processed by the 3DIP analysis programs and 10376 events pass all

cuts of the method. To do this we replace the identification flag of the charged track with

that of pion and we do not apply the Z° -4 /<+ / t~ background rejection step.

Fig. 8.7 shows the Z0 offset as a function of O divided into twelve regions according to

the «•/» angle. One can not, see a.ny significant Z0 offset, when compared with the statistical

f l u c t u a t i o n s in the bins. No systematic errors arc added.

8.2.7 Summary of systematic errors

Fyveu in the case when the maximum variation is compatible with the expected statistical

f l u c t u a t i o n , we quote conservatively the maximum variation as a systematic error. The

systematic uncertainties are summarized in Tab. 8.3. We assumed no correlations be-

tween the systematic sources when adding them in quadrature to get the total systematic

uncertainty.
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Source \

Monte Carlo Statistics

qq background

Cut on vertex \

Cut on // • Thrust

Cut on C

Cut on \SC0\

Cut on |cv+ -f a~\

Non-gaussian tail

Total

1-1

2.19 fs

negligible

-

0.08 fs

0.64 fs

0.39 fs

0.51 fs

1.29 fs

2.70 fs

1-3

4.42 fs

negligible

2.03 fs

0.39 fs

0.89 fs

0.37 fs
-

1.17 fs

5.11 fs

Table 8.3: Summary of systematic errors.

8.3 Systematical checks of the method

Iu this section we discuss various checks of the method. First we discuss the correlation

problem of simultaneous A-K fitting, which has not been tried before in IPS and/or MIPS.

This has been done in DL method where decay lengths are much larger than errors as in

the present method. Secondly wo consider another fitting scheme where the experimental
error is modeled by aExp = a

mr-asurcd ® p a.ncl check the A fit dependence on the error

scheme. VVo show also the stability of the method against missing errors. Finally we fit

the decay length A with /ero lifetime events to check the behavior of the simultaneous

A-K. fit in the extreme range (A ~ O).

8.3.1 How can A and K be fitted simultaneously?

In the IPS or MIPS method, the fitted lifetime is sensitive to the do resolution assumed

in the likelihood function. About 10 % uncertainty on d0 resolution yields more than 1%

change of the lifetime in IPS-likc methods. The measurement of c/0 resolution is a crucial

point and has been done wi th Z° -4 \i\i sample which contains no lifetime effect and no

beam size contr ibut ions in ^1(I0. However the momentum characteristics of //./f samples

arc quite different from Zn -4 TT events since //, pairs carry most of the beam energy.

So the IPS resolution studies have been developed using other samples, Z° -4 e+e~ and

77 —* / '+ / '~i 77 -* e+c~, and Z° -4 qq. Furthermore, the present lifetime analysis is
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applied only to tau decays to hadrons, thus 3DlP might be affected by the scattering of

the tracks through strong interactions with matter which is not present in Z° -> U+(JT

events.

Ub therefore choose to fit A with K to compensate the uncertainty of J resolution.

Comparing Fig. 6.4 and Tabs. S.I and 8.2, the fitted resolution factors K of 1-1 (K = 1.24)

and 1-3 (K = 1.26) samples reproduce the MC true resolutions. Furthermore the fit

contours of Fig. 8.1 and Fig. 8.2 show little correlation between A and K fits. As we

discussed shortly in Sec. 6.3, this means that the events split into two different types; one

contains the information on resolution and the other contains the information on decay

length. The two types can be separated when considering the second derivatives of the

likelihood function.

Lot Ay1-, and KJU be the fitted decay length and the fitted resolution factor correspond-

ing to ( ln£)m a x . It is clear that

ï o)A=A'" = °
)*=«/,-, - O

Therefore searching for the maximum of ln£ is identical to finding \jn and K/,-/ to make

EC = O, where £ = n /^, cv+, cr, a; A, K).

The second derivative of F(S, cv+ ,a~,cr; A, K) with respect to A or K gives the decline

of the first derivative and tells the steepness of the likelihood curve around the maximum.

So an event with large second derivatives plays an important role to find (ln£)' = O.

Lifetime is determined by the events where the second derivatives with respect to A are

large. Resolution is mainly determined by the events with large second derivative on K.

Fig. 8.8 shows the second derivatives for the events with P(F] < 0.1. 3

The events are clearly subdivided into two groups. Events with large negative d*F/dX2

have <92 F /OK2 ~ O (Group A): they are useful to fit A but are useless to fit K. Events

with large negative O^F/dK2 have d*F/d\2 ~ O (Group B): they contain information on

the resolution, but not on the lifetime.

•'The events with largo probability P(T) have nearly same distribution as Fig. 8.8 but both second

derivatives d~F/d\'2 and O2FfUK? are smaller. They contribute weakly to the maximum likelihood

determination.
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Fig. 8.9 shows the clear difference of the 5 distributions between the two groups. The

events in the group A show large \S\ with physical configurations (S, a*), and distribute

exponentially ( Fig. 8.9(A) ). Thus, the mean decay length is extracted from the events of

Group A. The events in the group B have 6 ~ O with a gaussian distribution ( Fig. 8.9(B)

) due to resolution. Group B contains events with unphysical configurations when 5 and

a* have values consistent only wi th in errors. Then the resolution is measured from the

events in Group B.
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Figure 8.9: S dis tr ibution of (A) 1,1 K; events containing lifetime in-

formation (B) the events containing resolution information.

8.3.2 Will A be stable with an additional gaussian error?

Another way to chrrk the decoupling of A and K fits is to check the stability of the lifetime

on an a r t i f i c i a l increase of the S uncertainty.

VVe enter an additional gaussian error which transforms S -4 S -f ?/, where 7/ is a.

random number from a normal distribution with a width 7/0 (?/0 = 5/<, 10/i, 20//, 30/f).



Considering the average value of as (~ 50/f in 1-1 and ~ 40/t in 1-3) an additional error

of 30// is equivalent to a ~ 20 % increase of as in 1-1 and ~ 25 % increase in 1-3.

Fig. 8.10 and Fig. 8.11 show the results on the 1-1 samples and 1-3 samples, respec-

tively.

Most of the effect of the additional error is swallowed by the K factor. A change of 5

% in the resolution affects the A fit less than 0.3 % and the K fit by 4 %.

8.3.3 The fitting scheme: with K or pi

Instead of the multiplicative K scheme to describe the uncertainty of (I0 resolution, we

can adopt, an additive p scheme where the formula ae'Tp = Kcrmeaaured changes to aexp =

cr7"c"-""w ® p.

Tab. 8/1 shows the results under the A - K ; and A — p schemes for each samples.

Samples

Data

A (mi.)

K

A (CIH)

P (/')

1 - 1
Data

0.2250 ± 0.0045

1.26 ±0.03

0.2252 ± 0.0046

31 ± 2

MG
0.2274 ±0.001 T

1.24 ±0.01

0.2281 ±0.0017

29 ±1

1 - 3
Data

0.2106 ±0.0088

1.33 ±0.05

0.2 106 ±0.0088

30 ±5

MC

0.2190 ± 0.0034

1.26 ±0.01

0.2192 ±0.0033

27 ±1

Table 8.4: Results from A - K and A — p schemes

There is 0.22 % difference of /<'<""//A/c Jn 1-1 sample and this corresponds to 0.63/.S. In

1-3 sample 0.0!) % difference is found and corresponds to 0.25/.S. The differences indicate

that, there is no severe dependence of A fit on the resolution scheme.
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8.3.4 Is Xfn = O for zero lifetime event?

One Frequently uses the /ero lifetime events, like Z" -4 /7+/z , Z° -» c+c , etc., to obtain

the tracking resolution. Conversely these events can be used to check a possible bias on

the A f i t .

KW76 Z" —» //+//." events used in the ZQ offset study are entered to the same likelihood

lit program.

Fig. 8.12 shows the contour plot of A-K fit.

C
O

O
10

1.2

1.1

• l O O _80 -60 -40 -20 O 20 40 60 80 100
Decoy length X

Figure 8.12: A-K: fit contour for Z° — > fi+fi~ : inner contour shows

1er variation and outer is Ia.

The fitted values

K

= 2±M,t

= 1.22 ±0.01

rule out a systematic bias of the l ifet ime and confirm the 8 resolution fi t t ing. Assuming

the true S = O, the plot of fi/at of Z° —>• / '+ / /~ events (Fig. 8.13) measures the resolution

scaling factor A,;. The width of the fi/as distribution, 1.2'l, is remarkably consistent with
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Figure 8.13: 6/as for Z° events

8.4 Correlations with other methods

The present method uses the tau to hadron decay events. Our samples are, therefore,

sub-samples of the other methods. The 1-1 analysis uses a sub-sample of the IPS or IPD

analyses. The 1-3 analysis uses a sub-sample of the DL method but use also 1-prong

hemisphere. It is important to measure the statistical correlations between this method
and the others.

8.4.1 1-1 analysis and MIPS method

The quantity 8 can be split into (d£ + d0 ) and (ZQ — Z0 ) terms. Since we use dg sum,

our lifetime measurement is correlated with IPS-like methods. However the correlation is

limited because we use (ZQ — ZQ) too and a projection on //. In order to compute the

correlation between 1-1 analysis and MIPS method, the tan MC events are divided into

100 sub-samples and the decay length is fitted separately by the two methods. Fig. 8.14

shows the correlation. The obtained correlation factor is 0.64. We can expect nearly the

same correlation with IPS since IPS and MIPS are about 90 % correlated.
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8.4.2 1-3 analysis and DL method

Tlio I)L method is done by measuring the distance between the secondary vertex and the

pr imary vertex. The lifetime, therefore, comes only from the 3-prong side.

In the present method as seen in the dependence of the likelihood function F(5, a+, a", a)

on a*, when a hemisphere haf> n ~ O, the term e® crfc(Q) goes to zero, and the likelihood

is determined only by the other hemisphere. This situation occurs in 1-3 sample.

Fig. 8.15 shows a'-'"'0"3 and o3-'"'0"* Jn 1-3 sample.

Because the energy of hadron in the 3-prong tan decay is carried mainly by charged

tracks, the absolute mean of o3"'""0"3 is smaller than that of cv'-'>ro"-': ~ Qmrd on the

3-proug side against ~ 33»m/ on the 1-prong side. Therefore the lifetime information

from the 3 prong side does not contribute much to the maximum likelihood.

VVe can then expect that our 1-3 analysis gives a result statistically not much correlated

with the I)L method in which lifetime is determined only by the 3-prong side.

In order to compute the correlation between 1-3 analysis and I)L method, the tau MC
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events are divided into 100 sub-samples and the decay length is fitted separately by the

two methods. As expected, a correlation smaller than 17% is obtained between DL and

the present method (Fig. 8.16).
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Chapter 9

Conclusion

9.1 Tau lifetime and universality check

Tlic T lifetime has been measured by a maximum likelihood fit using the 3-D impact

parameter sum in Z° —> r+r~ events when both r decay to hadrons.

The results from the 3DIP method for 1-1 and 1-3 samples using 1992 data are,

respectively,

T^-1 = 292.9 ± 5.9 ± 2.7fs

T1?-3 = 284.6 ±11.9 ±5.1fs

where we used 2840 (1-1) and 794 (1-3) accepted T+T~ events by the method. The

statistical precisions are 1.07/\//Vrr and Ll8/\fNTT respectively.

The two measurements agree within their errors. The combined result of 1 — 1 and

1 — 3 analyses is

TY = 290.8 ± 5.3 db 2.7fs

and gives [.\0/\/NTr statistical precision.

Tlic lifetime reported here can now be used in the test of universality of lepton cou-

plings to weak charged boson (Eq. 1.4, Eq. 1.5). Since 1992 there has been also a lot of

measurements on the tau mass a,nd the leptonic branching ratio, and many measurements
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on the lifetime with new methods. The current world averages [67]:

in ? = 1777.0 ±0.3MeV/c2

TT = 291.5 ± 1.6fs( including the present measurement)

Bc = 17.79 ±0.09%

yield a good agreement of the lepton universality (~ 0.5<r):

( —)2 = 0.9964 ± 0.0055(TT) ± 0.0008(mT) ± 0.0051(BC)

( — ) = 0.9982 ±0.0038

Fig. 9.1 shows the current status of the universality check.
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Figure 9.1 : Current status of lep-

ton universality checks from r de-

cay.
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The result on the tau to union branching ratio, B1, = 17.33 ±0.09%, also gives a good

agreement of the lepton universality (~ 0.3<r):

( —) = 0.9988 ± 0.0038



9.2 Prospects

Some important features make the 3DIP method very promising when statistics increase.

• The method makes use of the fui] detector informations. The detector performance

allows a background free selection of hadronic r decays with very high efficiency.

The precise measurements of d0 and ZQ from VDET and of full charged and neutral

energies allow precise measurements of the 3DIP and H-axis.

• The special projection onto Il-axis makes the measurement be free from the uncer-

tainty on beam size and the uncertainty on tau direction.

• The experimental resolution can be fitted together with decay length. The fitted

resolution scaling factor (K) is in excellent agreement with resolution distributions

in tau Monte Carlo and in Zu -* f.if.1 data. This method allows, therefore, a self con-

sistent and self calibrating analysis of tau lifetime independent from the resolution

study using Z° — > /t+//.~ and/or 77 -4 /J+//~ or Z° -4 qq.

• The method has good stability against, the systematical uncertainties. The main

source of systematic error in 3DIP method is presently Monte Carlo statistics (0.8%

in 1-1 analysis, 1.5% in 1-3). Intrinsic systematic uncertainties are 0.5% in 1-1 and

0.8% in 1-3, where in 1-3 analysis the uncertainty from vertexing is dominant.

• In 1-3 analysis with the 3DIP method, the lifetime is mainly determined from the

1-prong T decay. The 1-3 analysis gives a statistically uncorrelated result with DL

method (correlation ~ 17 %). This is the first measurement in ALEPII using the

J -prong side of the 1-3 events.

The method works only in the hadronic-hadronic T+T" decay events since it uses

2-body kinematics, therefore, only 40% of the tau pairs can be used according to the

hadronic branching fraction. The acceptance of the method is limited by the track quality

cut on the ful l VDET hit (T(J) and rz) in the preliminary selection (e ~ 0.75), cut on the

badly measured H-axis(e ~ O. S3), and cuts on VDET pattern (e ~ 0.55) and vertex fit

probability (t ~ 0.85) in 1-3 analysis. The overall acceptance of the method is about 11%

VVc expect to got about 155K r pairs at the end of 1994 running, so we may have

13K T pair events to be used in 3DIP method. With the statistical precision \.\l\/NTr,



P method is likely to reach a statistical error of 0.95% which is comparable with other

inothods. .'{DIP method already reaches that level of systematic errors due to stability

against possible uncertainties. The increase in statistics will also benefit to the systematic

error estimations and the method is likely to be limited by the statistical error up to the

end of LHP running. The lifetime result from 3DlP method will have a statistically

important meaning since the method has low statistical correlation (~ 0.64 in 1-1 and

~ 0.17 in 1-3) with other precision methods.

Improvement of acceptance of the method by optimization of the inefficient cuts or

extension Io the leptonic tau decay events may allow more precise result on the lifetime

in the future.
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Appendix A

Track Fit and Helix Parameter

Definition

Charged track reconstruction uses VDET, ITC and TPC hits ( a maximum of 31 three

dimensional points for each charged track, 21 points from TPC, 8 from ITC, 2 from

VI)ET). Since the magnetic field is rather uniform, the trajectory of a particle can be

well described as a helix. The five following helix parameters are chosen to describe a

track wi th respect to the detector origin:

• l//?o : Inverse radius of curvature of a track in the x-y plane (signed)

• tan A : P2/Pt tangent of the dip angle

• </>o : angle in the x-y plane at the point of closest approach to the z axis

• (/o : impact parameter in the x-y plane (signed), radial distance of the point of

minimum approach of a track to the z-axis

• 2() : z-coordinatc of the point of minimum approach

The sign of I / / ÏQ is given as positive for a negative charged particle. The sign of do is

equal to the sign of the angular momentum of the particle with respect to the z. axis

(Fig. A . I ) .

The track reconstructed in the TPC is extrapolated to the ITC and the helix is refitted

with the ITC hits which are associated to the particle. VDET hits on both r<^> and z faces
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Figure A.I: Helix parameters used in the ALEPH track fit. do and

\ j R are positive. ZQ is the z-coordinate of the ^o point in the x-y

plane.

from the two layers are associated to the tracks which extrapolate close to them. The

extrapolation of the TPC-ITC track is not very precise (~ 100//m in r</>, ~ 0.8mm in r z )

and frequently more than one VDET hit can be associated with a track. In most cases,

this can be resolved by matching the direction of the VDET hits from the 2 layers and

the direction of the TPC-ITC track (this can not be done when there exists only one

hit in VDET layers). The track-hit association is done on the basis of the following \/2

minimization:

where, i and j run from 1 to 4 (1: r</> inner layer, 2: z inner layer, 3: T(J) outer layer, 4:

z outer layer), 5y is the 4 x 4 matrix of the track extrapolation. It is allowed to share a

hit which is already associated with an other track.

The final fit of the helix parameters, (1//?0, tan A,r/>0,d0, ZQ) is clone in two consecutive

steps:

• Fast estimation: Find l//?0,0oi^o by treating a track as a circle in the x-y plane

and tan A, ZQ by treating a track as a line in the Sxv — z plane.
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• Newtonian iteration: Improve the \'2 of the helix parameters by considering the

multiplo scattering in the TPC, ITC and VDET materials through Kahnan filter-

ing [68]
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Appendix B

Transformation of helix parameters

with respect to the beam position

The helix parameters of a track with respect to the measured beam position, B = (Bx, By)

can bo obtained from the helix parameters in the detector system with respect to the

detector origin, O = (0,0,0). This transformation plays an important role when the

average beam position is far from ths detector origin.

Let the helix parameters of a charged track with respect to the detector origin be

// = ( l / /?o> tan A, <^o, <-/0, ZQ). The projection of the helix is a circle onto the x-y plane, and

a straight line onto the r-z plane (Fig B.I).

The renter, C, of the circle in x-y can be obtained from the helix parameters:

Cx = (f/o - /?o) sin (J)0

Cy = — (d0 — Ii0) COS (J)Q

The new impact parameter must be calculated with respect to the beam position, B.

The minimum approach point ((t>oP,doP,ZoP) can De obtained from the old minimum
approach point ((^0,^0,^0) by a rotation of the angle ft with respect to (7,

_ . _„ CO CB .
ÎÎ = sin l( —— x -^—)

\CO\ \CB\

The new helix parameters are

1//?0
BP = 1/R0
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Figure B.I: Schematic diagram

of the transformation of a helix

parameters with respect to the

beam position

tanAB/ = tan A

0
BP = ZQ -f RqCl tan A

vvlierc tlie Q is opposite to the sign of the charged track.
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Appendix C

Secondary vertex finding and

calculation of the helix parameters of

a sum track

C.I Vertex finding in ALEPH

The r decay vertex is found by fitting the common vertex of its W charged daughter

(,racks, min imiz ing the following ,y2,

- MfCtfA, - Ao),- + (^-v0)
TC-0

l(v-v0} (C.I)

where kv is the recalculated helix parameters of each daughter constrainted to have the

vertex v and (/ÎQ); and C/,, are the original helix parameters and the covariant error matrix

of the it, h track, v and VQ arc the vertex to be fitted and the priori vertex, respectively.

Several algorithms are available in the ALEPIl experiment (YTOP, FV, ..).

C. 1.1 Calculation of the helix parameter of a sum track

Once wo have the vertex and momenta, of the daughter tracks, the helix parameters of the
—*sum track can be calculated. Let us define the fitted secondary vertex, V = (14, Vy ,Vz),
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sum track and its track parame-

ters

and the sum track momentum, P = (Px, Py,Pz) (Fig. C.I). The first helix parameter,

the inverse radius ( l / /?o) , is directly deduced from the transverse momentum of the sum

track.

0 = — Q /Pt x constant

where Q is the sum track charge (±1) and constant = B(T) x 0.0029979. The second

parameter is tan A = P2/ P1. The center of the circle in the x-y plane can be calculated

from the direction vectors ur = Px/Pt and ny = Py/ PI-

yc = Vy~Q\RQ\uy

With the detector origin (O = (0,O)), the vertex in the x-y plane (V = (Vx, Vy)) of the

circle, and the coordinates of the center (C = (xc,yc)), we can calculate a rotation angle

fi as seen in the previous section. With the azimuthal angle, <j>v = fan~l(Vy/Vx)t of the

vertex in the x-y plane, the helix parameters of the sum track with respect to the detector

origin are

[/P10 = — Q/ P1 x constant.

tan A = P, /P,
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Appendix D

Smearing of 3DIP equation from

beam size

When charged tracks arc treated as straight lines in a small region (beam envelope) and

the tau origin, T0, is inside the beam envelope, a 3DIP with respect to the true tau origine

is related to the reconstructed 3DIP as follows

(<&)' = (4JV'^*)' = 4 «in ^= + Sx1, cos ^=

where (</>*)' = (/;* and (A*)' = A*. Then, the 3DIP difference with respect to the true

tau origine is,

((Sc03.)' = SC0x + S+y cos (f>+ - S~y cos $~

(Sc0n)' = W0y + 5'X sin <j>+- S~y sin JT

,)' = (SC0, + £+„ tan A+-S^ tan A-

Considering beam size, a^s and 0"f 5, S+
y and Sxy can be rewritten using these uncer-

(D.I)

y

tainties.

Thus,

rf s(cos 0+ cos <£+ - cos 4>~ cos </»-) + c r s ( s in ^»+ cos (J)+ — sin </T cos <
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s n + c r s n sin > — s n < sn

(Sc0,)' = Scu, -f +crf9(cos</>+tanA+ - cos0~ tan A~) + <rf5(sin(j>+ tan A+ - sin0~ tan A~)

Neglecting the errors on !lie directions of the charged !racks, the error components of

the 3DlP difference are

cos (> — c o s < ~ cos< ® c r s n <) CQS() — s n <

a(5cQy) = vj!s(cos (J)+ sin </>+ — cos </>~ sin </>~ ) ® (T^5(sin (J)+ sin ^+ — sin t/T sin (/>~ )

oz) = (Tj5 (cos 4>+ tan A+ — cos 0~ tan A~) (B <r^5(sin <^>+ tan A+ — sin (j>~ tan A~)
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Appendix E

Tau decay vertex finding using

kinematics

In real space, two tau decay vertex V* can be represented by using the tau origin (TO)

and the tau direction (T+-) vectors, or using the 3DIP (cj) and the charged track direction

(e*) vectors:

-. . 1+ - -4. , + A+
T0 + Pr = cj + Cc+

T0 — /~f = C0" + c~c~

where T = T+ = — f~. Subtraction of above two equations makes,

T=I(J 0 + C+C+-C-C-)

whore \ = I+ -f l~ and S0 = CQ ~ ^a-

Using f* • A+- = COST/'*,

h~ • (<^o 4- c+c+ — c"c") = — x cos

(+ and c~ can be written as a function of \.

x /»-) • (c+ x r-) + (/> x /r) • (<f0 x c-) = x// • c-

x /r ) • (c+ x c-) + (A+ x /r) • (4 x c+) = x/7 • c+
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whore /7 = //+ cos if) -f h~ cos i}>+ .

Introducing 4 constants, a* and &*, and defining hj_ = /t+ x h~, Cj. = C+ X c~, C+ and

e~~ can be written:

C =

where, aï = H • cT//tj. • cj_ and 6* =

of C+ and c~,

(^0
 x c^J/Aj. • Cj.. Finally we get by substitution

where, y\c = a+c+ — a c , D0 = S0 — (b+c+ — b c~). Ac and Dc are Ac = H x

and /)r = (ci • 5())/ii//ii • Cj.



Appendix F

Calculation of the Errors in

Direction Vectors

The had ron 4 momenta arc obtained by summing the 4 momenta of the charged tracks

and the neutrals:

Then the covariaut error matrix of the hadron is also obtained by summing the contribu-

tions of the errors corresponding to cfl and 7'':

where the covariant error matrix (3 x 3) has the form of

c c c \
>~>xx >->xy >->xz

byr byy >->j/z

'Jzc "->z «->zz

or has the form of (4 x 4) including the components for the energy measurement.

For a charged track, the 4-rnomenta and the error matrix are determined by the helix

fitting and giving the mass hypothesis.
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F.I Calculation of momentum and covariant error

matrix of a neutral track

Assuming the photon originates from the interaction region, we measure the angles, 0, </>,

«incl the deposited energy E. Then the momentum of the photon is

7 = ( E sin O cos </>, E sin O sin <j>, E cos O)

Tho elements of the covariant error matrix for the neutral track are obtained from the

typical errors on 0, <£, and E: aE ~ 0.01 E + 0.18\/#, a* ~ (0.32 -f 2.7/x/Ë) x 10~3, and

(Tg ~ CT^, sin O:

Srx = (sin O cos <ltfv\ 4- E2((cos O cos ̂ )V2. + (sin Osin ̂ )VJ)

,9yv = (sin 0sin </>)V| + /?2((cosflsin </>)2<r£ + (sin

,*?« = cos 0V£;+ C2 si ii02^

/Vj.j, = cos «^sin </i(sin 02T2^ 4- E'2(cos 0V^ — sin 02a

Sy. = cos 0 sin 0 sin

5IT = cos O sin 0cos

C C C C C C
'-"yr — '-'xyi 1^Iy — '-'yzi'-'rz — *^rr

F. 2 Calculation of error on

VVc defined C as an angular distance between cones as (Fig. F.I)

c = 2MAX(^+ ,vo - (c+ ^+ + <n
Assuming that there is no explicit dependences of the error components in f on V^, the

variance of the angular distance C is

where CT^ = rTcos^/sin^ and <7,/,± = acos^±/ s'mijj
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Figure F.I: Definition of C, £, and

F.2.1 Calculation of error 011

The tau decay angle (i/>) in the hadronic decay mode can be obtained from 2 body kine-

matics:

cos ' =

where P, E, and m denote the momentum, energy, and mass of tau or hadron.

The components of derivatives, Ai,2,3,4 = # cos VV^Pi ,2,3,4 where P = (Px, Py, P

and PH = ̂ P1
2 -f Py

2 + P?, are

/ 1 cosV> P1 \
(Pr Ph 'Ph

/_1_ _ COS TJ) Py

(Pr Ph 'Ph

PrP
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and the errors on cos if; is

F.3 Calculation of error on

Let us denote the momenta of hadrons, /I1 and /12, as p = (px,Py,Pz) and

Then the cosine of the angle between the two hadrons (£) is

The components of derivatives, Aii2,3 = <9 cos £/#/>! ,2,3 and A4i5i6 =

' 1 r * 1 ' O v * \ 1 1

A1- =

qp*W'* - >'yl

1 2 2

— 2 2\

— 2 2^p(? * * y

Thon, the error on the angle £ is

&rn*t =

9vPi/)l

A,-

are

t=i
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Appendix G

3DIP Likelihood Function

G.I Derivatives of the likelihood density function

The ganssian convolved cloublc-cxponctial function is

7 ^s , r^+erfrfP, ) — s pQ~erMO }} ( G l )lO^-C * v* 1 1 V^ I vg J - I o _ C- *_ 111_. ̂  \tc — I l I V • *- J

where .s-t are tlic signs of A* and Q± = (f— £)• To simplify the equations, we denote

-A-)

of A± a

and A = Ia.

This can he rewritten as /'' = /+ — /~ by defining;

) (G-2)

where,/* = 2(A4
3Ix-)-

The derivatives of In C = ]T) In F are

The first and second derivatives of / with respect to / are;

f2L = /-oC-^[e«2
OI-fc(Q)(y-^-l) + 4=^]x} (G.3)

(H I A2 v/TT /
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(G.4)

The first and second derivatives of / with respect to K are;

(G.5)

X ^ (0.6)

G.2 Integration of the likelihood density function

The integration, lut = fgfL$ F(S)(IS', gives the likelihood probability as follow:

The integral, hit, is:

/-co

InI = \
JS'=

) - S+A+e^erfc(<2+))]

The P(F) uniformly distributes from O to 1.
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Conclusion

Une nouvelle méthode a été présentée pour mesurer la durée de vie du lepton

tau en utilisant les événements e+e.~ — *• T+T" où les taus se désintègrent en hadrons.

Les événements de topologie 1 hadron - 3 hadrons sont utilisés aussi bien que les

événements 1 hadron - 1 hadron.

Les mesures précises (cr ~ 20/zm) des paramètres d'impact (do et ZQ) des traces

chargées utilisant les informations complètes du détecteur de vertex permettent de

reconstruire le point d'approche minimum d'une trace à l'axe du faisceau dans un

espace 3-dimensionnel. D'un autre côté, il est montré dans ce travail qu'un vecteur

perpendiculaire au tau peut être déterminé précisément (a ~ lOmrad) dans les

événements T+ -f T" —> hadron(s) -f hadron(s). Ce vecteur est déterminé par

la cinématique en utilisant la configuration dos-à-dos des paires de taus dans les

collisions e+e~ symétriques et la mesure précise des hadrons chargés et neutres.

La combinaison de ces deux observables précises donne une relation analogue à

IPS (Impact Parameter Sum), mais généralisée à l'espace 3-D, et qui ne souffre ni

de la taille du faisceau ni de l'incertitude sur la direction du tau:

S est relié aux paramètres d'impact, a* aux angles des désintégrations des T et I*

sont les longueurs de désintégrations.

La résolution expérimentale peut être ajustée en même temps que la distance

de vol moyenne (A) par un maximum de vraisemblance à 2-dimensions en sup-

posant que l'erreur expérimentale est gaussienne, de largeur paramétrisée par un

facteur d'échelle (K). L'absence de corrélation entre les deux variables « et A dans

la détermination du maximum de vraisemblance est démontrée. Cette méthode ne

nécessite donc pas l'étude indépendante de la résolution, sur les événements ^+//"

ou qq, qui était source d'une erreur systématique importante dans la méthode IPS.

La méthode 3DIP donne une bonne stabilité de la mesure de la durée de vie vis-

à-vis des effets systématiques grâce à. la méthode même et à l'ajustement simultané

de A et K. Ont été étudiés les effets des queues non-gaussiennes de l'erreur sur £, de

la modélisation de l'erreur de <£, du bruit de fond çç, des décalages systématiques



do do et do ZQ.

La méthode a été appliquée aux données collectées par le détecteur ALEPH au

LEP en 1992. Avec 2840 événements du type T+ + r~ —» hadron + hadron et 794

événements du type hadron + 'Miadrons, les mesures de Ia durée de vie du tau de

292.9 ± 5.9 ± 2.7 fs et de 284.6 ± 11.9 ± 5.1 fs ont été respectivement obtenues. Si
on combine les deux valeurs, on obtient

290.8 ± 5.3 ± 2.7 fs

qui est compatible avec les autres mesures d'ALEPH, et aussi avec la valeur moyenne

de toutes les expériences précédentes, 291.6 ± 1.6/5. L'erreur sur cette valeur est

dominée par la statistique d'événements T+ + T~ —>• hadron + hadron et le nombre

limité d'événements Monte Carlo pour ce processus (2.1 fs, plus de 80% de l'erreur

systématique totale). L'erreur statistique correspond à l.l/\//VTT, qui est à comparer

à 2.0/v/yVT7 dans la méthode IPD (Impact Parameter Difference) et 1.4/\/./VTT pour

l'IPS.

11 est démontré que les corrélations statistiques des résultats (1-1 et 1-3) de la

méthode 3DlP avec les autres méthodes sont petites: 64% avec les méthodes comme

l'IPS et 17% avec la méthode DL (Decay Length). Les résultats de la durée de vie

du tau par la méthode 3DIP pourront donc contribuer significativement au résultat

final d'ALEPII dans les prochaines années lorsque la statistique d'événements sera

largement accrue.

La valeur moyenne mondiale de la durée de vie du tau incluant le résultat de

cette thèse est

TT = 291.5 ±1.6 fs

Ce résultat est utilisé pour vérifier l'hypothèse d'universalité dans le Modèle Stan-

dard de l'interaction électrofaible. En le combinant avec la mesure de la masse

du tau (1777.0 ± 0.3MeV/c2), les rapports d'embranchement du tau en leptons

(D6 = 17.79 ± 0.09%, B11 = 17.33 ± 0.09%), et la masse et Ia durée de vie du muon,
on obtient

(—) = 0.9982 ± 0.0038, (^L) = 0.9988 ± 0.0038
9 Ii 9e

Le test d'universalité du couplage leptonique est encore limité par l'erreur sur la

durée de vie du tau. Grâce à ses erreurs systématiques réduites, la méthode 3DIP

apportera une contribution importante à ce test.
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Résumé

Une nouvelle méthode est présentée pour mesurer la durée de vie du lepton tau en

utilisant les événements T+T" où les taus se désintègrent en hadrons. Les mesures

précises (a ~ 20/nn) de paramètres d'impact (</0 et Z0) utilisant les informations

complètes du détecteur de vertex permettent de reconstruire le point d'approche

minimum d'une traco à l'axe du faisceau dans un espace 3-dirnensionnel. D'un

antre côté, il est montré qu'un vecteur perpendiculaire au tau peut être déterminé

précisément (a ~ lOmrad) dans les événements T+ + r~ —> hadron(s) + hadron(s)

par la cinématique en utilisant la configuration dos-à-dos des paires de taus dans

les collisions e+ e~. La combinaison de ces deux observables précises donne une

relation IPS (Impact Parameter Sum) généralisée à l'espace 3-D, qui ne souffre ni

de la taille du faisceau ni de l'incertitude sur la direction du tau. La résolution

expérimentale peut être ajustée en même temps que la durée de vie du tau par un

maximum de vraisemblance à 2-dimensions. La méthode permet donc une mesure

auto-calibrée de la durée de vie du tau qui lui assure une bonne stabilité vis-à-vis

des effets systématiques ( erreurs de mesures des traces, queues non-gaussiennes,

etc. ).

Cette méthode a été appliquée aux données collectées par le détecteur ALEPH

au LlîP en 1992. Avec 284O événements du type T+ + T" —> kadron -f hadron et

794 événements du type hadron + Shadrons, les mesures de la durée de vie du tau

de 292.9 ± 5.9 ± 2.7fs et de 284.6 ± 11.9 ± 5.1 fs ont été obtenues respectivement. Si

on combine les deux valeurs, on obtient 290.8 i 5.3 ± 2.7fs . L'erreur statistique

correspond à l.l/\/WTT. Ce résultat a une faible corrélation statistique avec les

autres méthodes de précision.

Mots clefs : LEP

ALEPIt

Lepton tau

Mesure de la durée de vie


